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Jithis week-end many thousands vative candidates at Elections). In
J-pf people young and old will be October last the C.N.D.’s hopes
again on the road from Alder- were dashed with the Labour Party’s
itbn to London. Their actions resounding defeat at the polls. For
Xbe duly recorded and noted by at least another four years they must
■ e instruments of mass commu- face the fact that the Government
jfio n s , while their protests will is a Conservative one which doesn’t
B u diou sly ignored by the govem- even take orders from its own Party
let alone from an orderly column of
they seek to influence
But also it is
a means for awakening inter- Easter marchers!
| the threat to mankind by surely time that any remaining illu
far weapons, these marches may sions they may have o f Labour poli
J b e effective, although let us face ticians were equally jettisoned in
B ? e n if twice as many people face of the Labour Partys’ recent
this year as compared with performance over Defence expen
aster; they still represent only diture. The official Party line on
Ennitessimal proportion of the Nuclear weapons is no different from
p ry ’s population— or for that that of the government. The only
of the population along the considerations which would influence
^ B - a n d one wonders how many Labour Party policy are military,
years will pass before 100,000 tactical and political ones, just as
Be can be persuaded to give up for the Conservatives, and 10,000 or
(o n e day to express their soli- 100,000 marchers offer no arguments
i with a cause which after all which fit into this scheme of things.
|the interests of everyone at
★
One cannot help noting that
'J ’O our minds the only effective
fcix weeks ago more than 1,000
function o f an organisation such
(je set .out on a 1,000 mile walk
as the C.N.D. at the present stage is
i the incentives were money
that o f provoking more independent
[and we have no doubt that
fcear Mr. Butlin’s money mara- thinking among the people. This,
j will attract even larger num- as we, who are engaged in just such
a task with F r e e d o m , know only
We must not shirk such retoo well, is much more difficult than
kns for they make us aware
organising spectacular demonstra
fb f the limitations of such protions which appeal to the emotional
pnovements as exist in this
temperature of the moment, but
to-day as well as of the
which leave little trace once the
lems- which face all of us who
organs o f mass communications cool
B d wish to make our contribution
off and the provocative incident has
Ke establishment o f a world at
been relegated to a paragraph in his
tory and replaced by new provoca
tions.
3E Campaign for Nuclear DisarBut o f one thing we are certain,
rmament rightly seeks to keep and it is that you will not induce
jh v politics out of its demonstra- people to think seriously and deeply,
Sr Though we all know that through fear. The C.N.D. whatever
be March will be largely composed the original motives o f its founders
Bof people o f different political or bases its public appeal on the fear
■religious denominations and alle- of universal extermination in the
[giances, it is essentially a people’s event o f an H-bomb war. This is
. movement, o f volunteers joined by a confirmed, to our minds, by the Cam
common horror o f the last word in paign’s refusal to be committed to a
scientific research, which threatens programme for total disarmament
the future o f mankind. But the Yet how can one effectively cam
CNO ceases to be a non-political paign for the abolition of nuclear
movement when it looks to political weapons without provoking thought
parties and governments to imple on, and eventually resistance to, war
ment the demands put forward by itself except of course by believing
the thousands o f marchers and non- that one can build up a solid move
marchers who abhor the develop ment based on fear alone? Such a
ment of nuclear armaments.
movement, however, will lose as
In this respect, the C.N.D. has many supporters as it gains, for most
suffered a set-back since last year’s people can accustom themselves to
march, for it has always been the fear, and live without it unduly up
dream o f the leaders of the move setting their lives. W e dodge death
ment that their plans would stand every day of our lives without giving
a greater chance of success if the it a thought; some o f us continue to
Labour Party were returned to smoke the deadly (but delectable)
power. Hence the acrimonious de weed though we shudder at the
bates with the Direct Action Com thought of dying from lung cancer.
mittee over their Voters’ Veto, which One fear more or less is not going
no democrat could challenge on to radically change our way of
mural grounds but which the C.N.D.
thinking, or make us into active op
attacked on the grounds that it ponents of H-bombs.
would operate in favour of Conser
■ r C o n t in u e d on p . 5
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Too bad he M issed
'T 'H E general chorus of righteous
indignation with which the won
derful news, that someone at last
had decided it was time to eliminate
the racialist butcher Dr. Verwoerd,
has been received in the Press and
in official circles in this country was
to be expected. The Queen, who as
far as we know said nothing when
91 African men, women and child
ren were shot down in cold blood
by Verwoerds’ police, duly sent her
sympathy telegram; Mr. Macmillan
who could not be persuaded to pro
test in the name o f the government
over the shootings at Sharpeville
also produced the standard condo
lences cable, and the Leader of the
Opposition though he didn’t go to
the lengths of emulating the Prime
Minister, who assured his shot
counterpart that he and Mrs. M.
“ are both thinking of you very
much” , nevertheless issued a state
ment in which he declared that
“ Whatever the circumstances and
despite the Labour Party's strong disap
proval of the South African Govern
ment’s racial policies, I deeply regret
that this attack should have been made
upon Dr. Verwoerd1
.”
The Press as a whole was even
more sickly in its editorial expres
sions of horror. The News Chron
icle which only a few days before
had featured in its front page a dis
patch from correspondent Stephen
Barber, in which he described the
indiscriminate terror which had been
unleashed by the police against all
Africans they found in the streets,
refers to the attempt as “ deplorable"
and the impact of the first news as
“ appalling” . Like the Guardian
( “ We must be profoundly thankful” )
this voice of Liberalism was relieved
to learn that the unsuccessful assas
sin was not an African.
The Tory Daily Telegraph on the
other hand which views that attempt
with “ revulsion” also considers it
“ senseless” and fears that it may
bring new bitterness between white
South Africans” . Had Dr. Verwourds' assailant been a black A fri
can” — declares the D. Telegraph—
“ that would have been understand
able” . We wonder whether that

would have been the editorial line
if in fact the assailant had been a
“ black African” !
The Times from its lofty heights
editorialises in “ A Dreadful A ct” .
This is a moment at which all men of
good will—Africaner and English, white,
coloured and black—pause in a spirit of
mutually shared horror.
What a lot o f nonsense1
. Reports
from Johannesburg pointed out that
in spite of the shooting the people
attending the Agricultural Fair went
on enjoying themselves on the
roundabouts, and swings as if
nothing had happened!
And we
agree, for once, with Cassandra of
the Daily M irror when he wrote on
Monday that
In fact such is the bitterness in the
minds of the British public that when
the news came through on Saturday
afternoon there were expressions of
everything from satisfaction to pleasure
—but no regret.

J J O W wrong is the Times when it
suggests that “ An assassin has
no friends; his dreadful act points
no moral; it comes simply as a heart
breaking reminder of the infinite
fallibility of human nature” .
Millions o f people throughout the
world disgusted by the racial policies
of the South African government will
have read the news of the attempt
on Verwoerd with disappointment
only because the attempt failed.
For them, David Pratt did what they
had neither the opportunity nor, in
the event, the courage to do. O f
course assassination is a desperate
act, and we know that the elimina
tion of Wervoerd would not have
removed the basic problems which
divide the people o f South Africa.
But who will deny that it is the only
language that dictators and tyrants
understand? Verwoerd has escaped
with his life, but we suggest that if
he returns to lead the government
what happened to him last Saturduy
will influence his future policy and
the way he seeks to carry it out. If
he decides to retire then those who
succeed him will be chastened by
the thought that what might have

happened to their predecessor might
well happen to them.
A society such as that in South
Africa, in which the majority is
denied the most elementary rights
by the ruling minority, can only be
maintained by the use o f naked
violence. Throughout its history
the black African has invariably
been the victim. Last Saturday’s
news made a pleasant change. And
in sending our condolences and
solidarity to David Pratt, who. for
his gesture is to be detained indefi
nitely under the Emergency laws, We
express the hope that' no dictator,
be he black, white or. coloured; in
Africa, Spain, South America or on
either side of the curtain of power,
will now sleep in peace!
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R EG ULAR READERS
PLEASE

NOTE :

This double number of F reed om
will make our deficit even bigger.
If you have enjoyed it and think
it useful, please increase your
contribution to the deficit fund.
Apart from helping to cover the
cost, you w ill be giving us con
fidence to do it again !

A lex Com fort’s broadcast in the series on the Nineteen-Sixties:

T H E A R T OF T H E P O S S I B L E
W

HEN we talk about future scientific
developments most of us, research
men and others, are thinking of new
fundamental discoveries which may be
made, or new techniques, or at least new
applications. What I have to say is
relevant to these, but I am thinking
primarily about possibilities o f a dif
ferent kind. Justice Oliver Wendell
>Holmes said that law is what the courts
will actually do. For my purposes here,
scientific progress means what we, what
our culture, will actually do during the
next ten years.
Let me put it like this. Through the
applications of science the expectation of
life in most of western Europe has risen
over the last two centuries from about
thirty years at birth to about seventy
years. A child, even an under-privileged
child, in Holland or Britain, or in New
Zealand, can therefore now expect to
grow up, to avoid fatal disease in early
adulthood, to produce children who will
grow up, and to reach middle age. He
can reasonably expect to do this without
ever having experienced actual star
vation, without ever having been exposed
to plague, typhus, cholera, or smallpox;
without losing a wife in childbirth or a
child in infancy; and without ever having
depended for a living on the kind of
physical exertion which Gorki saw, as a
boy, among the Volga hauliers. These
arc minimal expectations: familiarity
makes us forget just how unusual they
are in human experience.
All these expectations depend on ex
isting knowledge and techniques. In the
next ten years they could perfectly well,
so far as practical considerations are
concerned, be made available to the
majority o f human beings. We have
them: at the same time we all know well
that if things go on as they are, they will
no! be made available.
In fact, let us limit it still more. Let
us take three treatable diseases. It would
be possible. I think beyond any question,
to guarantee that at the end o f this
decade there will be no untreated cases
o f leprosy, yaws, or malaria in the Com
monwealth, This is a relatively modest
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objective: it presents no unusual difficul
ties. It is a scientific possibility in the
sense that it could be done, beginning
tomorrow. I am suggesting that I know
as well as you do that as things are it
will not be done.

Why not ?
Why not? Not for lack o f theoretical
background; not for lack of physical resou rcres—not because o f practical diffi
culties in the field. If it could in some
devious way be represented as a military
project, if, in fact, public health workers
could conspire to convince the authorities
that these diseases were not natural, but
put there by the Russians, we all know
it would be done in two years, not ten.
I want to go into the natural history
of this blockage between feasability and
realization in our science: first, because
it is coming to have effects not only in
practical contexts like those I quoted,
but in fundamental contexts as well;
secondly, because I think it is simpler
than it is commonly said to be; and,
thirdly, because apart from determining
what concrete gains we are likely to
make in human health and happiness
during the nineteen-sixties it is at present
determining whether we survive the
decade at all. One of the most satis
factory ways of obscuring an issue is to
say that it is being over-simplified: in
this particular case, to call the whole of
human economic and social behaviour
in evidence to prove that there is nothing
to be done about it. The striking success
of Marxism in inducing people to act
has lain in an over-simplification of this
kind which went far enough to be fruit
ful. It pointed out that the reason that
the discoveries of the nineteenth century
were not being made more widely
available was because, in that century,
nobody was prepared, by and large, to
do anything which did not pay them.

D estructive Fantasy
That, so far as It goes, is still real—
but it is not now the main obstruction
to science, either here or in the Marxist
countries. In fact, as I will show, the
problem in both ideological camps is
now similiar. But let us stick to our
own for the moment. When public
health experts discuss the chance’ of
getting something done, they do not as
a rule ask whom it can be made to pay.
But 1 have heard them perfectly seriously
asking whom it will be necessary to
frighten, and what aggressive or destruc
tive fantasy they will have to link it
with.
This puts its finger, I think, on the
point. The Swiss criminologist Reiwald
drew a distinction between satisfactory
and unsatisfactory crimes. Rape, mur
der, and sexual aberrations are satisfac
tory crimes: smuggling, swindling, driving
when drunk, are unsatisfactory crimes—
they do not produce the same glow,
either o f curiosity or of righteousness.
Our culture is now drawing exactly the

same distinction between satisfactory
and unsatisfactory science, in its priori
ties and in what, as against its preten
sions, it is actually doing. Satisfactory
science now means the spectacular, the
humane which can be dramatized or
sentimentalized, and projects which either
allay anxieties, real or imaginary (cancel
research or ‘defence’ for instance), oi
which excite them. The choice, in othet
words, bears no relation to purpose or to
reality. Nuclear weapons, of course, are
pre-eminently satisfactory. This response
to them is not confined to the blood
thirsty . or the deranged— it occurs in
liberal intellectuals.
The reason that the abolition o f yaws
or the provision of protein in African
diets is not likely to be realized at more
than a snail’s pace is that in Reiwald’s
terms they are not satisfactory.

‘Satisfactory9 Crim es
Satisfactory to whom? In one sense,
no doubt, to ail of us, because we know
from psycho-analytical research that this
type o f response is one to which all
human beings are susceptible. In Freud
ian terms, I would agree, the factors
which make crimes and projects ‘satis
factory' are identical. The point I want
to make however, is that it is false to
suggest that we are all to blame, or that
this pathological system of priorities has
been created by the popular demand and
simply embodies original sin. Patently
neurotic considerations are steering, our
civilization in its most important tech
nical decisions, but the selection of
policies which are being enacted, or pro
jects which are taking the lion’s share of
our technical powers, is being determined
almost wholly by the opportunity o f play
therapy, of acting out, whfch they offer
to an extremely small number of people.
The choices may well express public fan
tasies. But, as Koestler said, the public
was not the prime mover in insisting on
diverting energy to them. It was not
even told when the decisions were made.
Self-dramatization is certainly catching
.
for all o f us, but it is demonstrably false
th^t we are all responsible for the de
£
cisions. Not only were we not con
sulted—elaborate measures are taken to
see that we do not anticipate or alter the
choices made.
The point is not that this generation
is governed by particularly corrupt men
—either here or in Russia, America,
France, and China. It is rather that the
advent of science with its present force
and possibilities has transformed the socalled ‘art of the possible*.
The process we know as government,
which now determines national policies,
has always been composed of two halves
—a side with some organizational bear
ing on real events and purposes, and a
side concerned solely with self-dramati
zation in some or all of the powerholders. This is in no sense a new prob
lem. But the balance between the two
sides has changed rapidly in the last few

years with the development of complex
scientific cultures. In this generation
much which used to be a matter of in
tuitive opinion has become open to
operational methods. Decisions in all
practical fields are now taken purposively
in this way, except the few key, direc
tional decisions, between guns and butter,
or purpose and nonsense. We have a
society which is, as it were, decapitated:
it has vast technical resources, brilliantly
maintained, directed and allocated not
to achieve purposes but by experts in the
art of preventing the possible so that
they can divert these resources in the
interests o f what is, effectively, play
therapy.

rate capitalist condition in
possible was contingent ona
acquisitiveness—profit at le a s «_
reality-centred notion, and thJl
might lead to murder it did n o f l
c Z
su*ide. N o n J
present mythology af
T
Iated to reality at all. C a rd h o ^ J
would serve the same
M
cheaply and without r u n n in g * !?
risks. Instead we have the
sight of the whole vast techuM
intellectual effort of man being d
down the drain of a few in d b *
imaginations—pyramid-building, -O
a form which endangers the actiJT
vival of ihe species.

I r r a t io n a l A uthority
I have been discussing this in|
of our own culture: in the CoiB
countries the same problem fias ta i
different form which is far morjS
itional: the demand for inteliectualj
formity. There, ever since Leij|g
Supermen and
constructive uses o f science hatfe
treated as a source o f public
Cardboard Missiles
and the results, as we have seenj
The effects of parliamentary democ
been real and remarkable. T h e ir ^
racy have been in many ways unexpec
holders have used science for r e ij
ted. Since it now appoints rulers by
poses, but have tried to tamper j
public theatrical competition it tends to
content, while ours have left it J
act as a personality sieve, which selec
used it chiefly fo r pathological pr|
tively promotes people with an ingrained
Our version is now the more
wish to use public affairs in this manner.
dangerous, but theirs began to afffl
Since under these conditions the first—
validity o f science for any purflnl
and, as we see it in the modem English
rather think that it is in the. N T
parties, virtually the only—object of
world, rather than here, that the!
policy is to stay in office, even those who
battle has begun to be fought coris||
might otherwise have ideas beyond selfbetween the demands o f real
dramatization are obliged to concentrate
science and pathological fantasy^
on this, and on ‘satisfactory’ policies
direction o f human affairs.
'^■1
which are the easiest both to promote
This conflict of the purposes,!
and to conduct by Bamum and Bailey
with irrational authority is, I*
methods: with the result that while
manifestly the most important projg
Marxist governments are at least direc
this generation, and the very,
tional in their planning, no Western
o f our political liberties may ,
government has .at the moment any
us in our perception o f it by m3
policies, other than military ones, which
confuse irrationality with tyrag|
extend beyond the next general election:
spite o f differences of all kinds,
and, finally, since most administrative
lem is now becoming essentially tS|
and organizational matters now require
in all cultures: how are we toj]
knowledge, government as conducted by
the psycopathology o f normal pd
Cabinets is becoming increasingly drain
office?
ed of practical relevance and, indeed, of
One possibility—the one which sc9
all content apart from its value as
have sometimes used in recent ;
psycho-drama.
gain approval fo r constructive j
The world which is envisaged by the
included in the story, as it werej*1
art of preventing the possible is both
current comic strip— has been to|
familiar and unattractive. It is, in fact,
Continued
the landscape of the comic strip. There
is little or no reference to the business
of ordinary life at all; instead we have a
peculiar mental territory studded with
Freudian but otherwise useless projec
tiles and the enormously costly equi
valent of tin soldiers, blistered with
satisfactory ‘summits’ and pitted with
satisfactory crises to justify them,
traversed by negligible V.I.P.S in the
tunic of Superman, and enlivened with
the perpetual, deeply satisfactory shadow
of annihilation under which little men,
like adolescents with flick knives, look
and feel big. In doing so, not only do
they prevent the possible, but they pro
vide the equipment by which real and
dangerous psychotics, which they are
not, or even mere accident, may translate
satisfactory fantasy into real genocide
and real suicide. This is an even more
dangerous situation than the unregene-

The W ise Man and The Fool
O U D O LF ROCKER once gave a lecjure on the subject “ The Wise Man
and the Fool in World Literature” . He
masterfully contrasts these two types,
bringing out the idea that the “ Fool” is
always swimming against the stream o f
our conventional life, always looking
for new ideas, and a very unsatisfactory
person he is, ready to sacrifice himself
for *onw new light shining on the hori
zon, The “ Wise Man” is very different,
swimming the easy way: new ideas and
light* on the horizon have no interest for
him.
When I read Nicola* Walter’s two
a/uUc* “ A Revisionist Approach” and
‘it e v t im t i
a Reply**, I
was rtJiimdcd o f Rockers lecture. J can
aee thai he has become very tired of
wailiAg for the a m n h in ideals Jo tome
lo life, and ha? decided to he a ‘"practi*
cai person9’, and cornet to us with the
advice that we should *‘reviteM our
approach towards pariiarueiiuruin, in
other words* that w# should abandon our
fundamental altitude towards the slate.
I could understand him advising the
state social ins to revise their kind o f
socialism, because they have seen plenty
Of “ socialist’' governments in Germany,
England, and other countries, not to
mention the experiment in Russia, and
the result* can easily be seen, But to
talk of revising anarchism, which has
yet to have its laboratory test, its test
in real life, and is still only in the educa
tional stage, seems to me premature, to
say the least

What is our main objection towards
parliamentarism? It is that it makes the
individual a robot, a voting machine,
who has only the duty o f taking part in
the ballot every few years, and the rest
of the time can listen to the lullaby of
the politicians telling him that they are
doing the best for him. I can see that
Walter knows his Marx and Engels, but
it seems to me that he knows little of
the history o f anarchism when he sug
gests that if only anarchists would change
their attitude towards Parliament, the
anarchist movement would achieve much
more for social progress.
( would like to ask him if he can show
uk any social progress which a parlia
ment initialed of its own free will. If
he looks at ihc historical background o f
any social progra**, he will «ee that it was
tho result of a biller strufgle outnde par
liaments, and that politicians were comp tlk d to enact this or that social reform
simply to avoid a revolt o f their subject*
or to placate t|ieir demands.
The German Chancellor Bismarck
introduced mi?a&urcs for social security»
e tc , not because he was in love with the
workers, but because lie had to in order
to avoid a social revolution. Here in
America the history o( the struggle for
an eight-hour working day, tells us that
live anarchists had to die on the gallows
in Chicago in order to make this social
reform a social fact. Similarly the tight
for free speech in the United States had
to be fought for many years by such
people as Emma Goldman and Alexan-

der Berk man until they were able to
speak in any city they pleased.
At this moment the American Negroes]
are fighting for the freedom and equality
which the American politicians have been
promising them ever since the Civil War,
nearly a hundred years ago. In reality!
every freedom that the American Negro
has won has had to be bitterly fought
for and paid for with his blood, down]
to the present passive resistance revolt!
Hundreds of historical instances show]
that not parliaments, but the interest and
agitation and direct action of the people |
themselves are what brings about social
progress.
He is not the first to suggest that the
anarchists should revise their anarchism
Or. Marison did so in America, and, if|
I am not mistaken Pestafta did so in
Spain- A few years ago some French
anarchists decided to organise with some
members of the Spanish C>N.T., an
Anarchist-Bolshevik Party. We have in
the United States a large number of
anarchists who have revised anarchism*
and whose great men are Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Adlai Stevenson. You
can see an example in the letter from
Ben Capes in Fhkkdom for Jan. 2nd, to
show how a “ revised” anarchist can
nu>ve so far that he cannot even stand
criticism of a political party.
We can see from our history that the
revisionist anarchists simply disappear
from the arena. But the idea o f anar
chism is still alive, the only idea that can
bring our civilisation out o f a dead end.
Chicago, U.S,A.
B.Y.

“ See you in the next w orld / ;
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he Anarchistic Things
they say . . .
H, COLfe wrote that
retake the future on larger and larger aggregates o f routine operatives
8 n ot h o ld out, to me at least, the prospect o f a Socialism under which
^ w o u ld b e happy o r making the best use o f their creative qualities . . .
niost notable writers w h o have stood out against the acceptance o f
£ tr e n d have been not socialists, but anarchists such as K ropotkin, and
B M thinkers like Gandhi. These, I know, are unpopular authorities
p u o te to present-day socialists; but may they not prove to have been
g h e tic ? ”

J 1 G H T M A C D O N A L D wrote that

Anarchism and Political Myths
■pROM whatever point of view you look
at anarchism, there is some kind of
myth to put you off. The interesting
thing is that several of these myths are
mutually contradictory. For instance, if
the general picture of anarchy as social
chaos, brought about by vicious bombthrowers cannot be substantiated in a
particular case, the opponent has only to
chango his ground, and describe it as
an ideal form of existence, so perfect in
fact that it could only work among
people of superhuman social virtues.

Parallel to this, some socialists regard
be revolutionary alternative to the status quo today is not collectivised
anarchists as disrupters, splitting the
p e i'ty adm inistered by a ‘workers’ state’ * whatever that means, but some
working class movement, diverting miliI o f anarchist decentralisation that w ill break up mass society into small
ants from the important issues by their
fmiunities where individuals can live together as variegated human beings
‘petit bourgeois” individualism, securing
load o f as impersonal units in the mass sum. T h e shallowness o f the the return of reactionaries to parliament
by their anti-election campaigns, and
f l D e a l and the British Labou r Party’s post-war regim e is shown by
being thorough nuisances altogether. On
■ failure to im prove any o f the important things in people’s lives— the
the
other hand, many members of social
Eal relationships on the job, the way they spend their leisure, and child- I
ist, communist and progressive move
p n g and sex and art. It is mass living that vitiates all these today
ments admit that anarchists are right
the State that holds together the status quo. M arxism glorifies ‘ the
in their aim of a stateless society, their
f e s ’ and endorses the State. Anarchism leads back to the individual
scorn of the- political method, and dis
the community, which is ‘ im practical’ but necessary— that is to say,
trust of reforms imposed from above,
revolutionary.”
but feel that these ideas are quite im
practicable as a basis for current activi
| X C O M F O R T w rote that
ties and propaganda.
pas been argued that against tyranny equipped with nuclear energy no
la n c e is possible. O rw ell forsees a stable order o f tyranny based on
I weapons. But it is an essential feature o f the new ways o f war that
i r e indiscriminate, and can on ly be used against a community— they
teapons w ith few ideological possibilities . . . T h e very states which are
(to m ake and use atomic weapons are singularly vulnerable^ by their
com p lexity, to the attacks o f individual disobedience, and the events
je w ar have proved abundantly that the weapons at the disposal o f
fcy against individual recalcitrants are precisely what they were in
[B.C.— terrorism, mass execution, political police, propaganda. Th e
ntions o f anarchism have been strengthened, not weakened by the
fit o f new w eap on s.. . .
f l write as an anarchist, that is, as one w ho rejects the conception of
f r in society as a force which is both anti-social and unsound in terms
jh era l biological principle . . . A society which orientates itself towards
Tad human solidarity is a civilisation-^-one which orientates itself exclu
^ to w a rd s death and allies itself with the purely anti-human status o f
Existence, non-living, asociality, is barbarism. E very indication points
fee steady movement o f W estern cultures away from the first, and
T p s the second.”

I p R IE S T L E Y w rote that
p/e called us anarchists because w e distrust and dislike the power
H p , the immense machinery o f authority, believing that men would
U tter to rely on mutual help and voluntary associations . . . A ll that
m that you try to give some unprejudiced consideration to our views .
K i t is in fact, n ot modern man’s pugnacity but his docility that lands
aito war. H e obeys orders.
fT h e s e orders are given him by the state. I t is states and not people
pnake total war. But w e shall be told that states represent people
jdo they? N o t in their war-making capacity . . . In no country have
fe e o p le in general ever demanded atomic warfare, biological and
p ic a l warfare, and all the other horrors; their opinion has never been
Id . It is governments and not people that have, created these nightmares
A fte r all, the state is a war-m aking organisation, which has to come to
Jrms with other war-making organisations. Y o u cannot ask the m odem
fe te not to think in terms o f power, to abandon the use o f force, any more
ifarfyou c.an reasonably ask a tiger to turn vegetarian.”

There haye be6n many polemics car
ried out, and pamphlets written, on the
question “ Socialism or Anarchism” , but
most of them have dealt chiefly with the
possibilities of attaining the ideal society
through the respective methods of ap
proach, Now most people, including
those who desire and work for a .better
society fbr themselves and others, agree
that sacrificing today for the sake of a
doubtful revolution tomorrow is a mug’s
game. Not only is it uncomfortable, but
it is dishonest, for there is not one
instance in history where heroic sacri
fices by revolutionaries have been re
warded by the kind of results that the
revolutionaries were Working for. It is
far more likely that the path to more
social freedom will be paved with grad
ual advances towards it. If then, it were
true that supporting the Labour Party
were a way of getting worthwhile re
forms, and that to oppose it meant giving
up the material benefits of the welfare
state, then it would be sensible to
support it.

The Fruits o f Government
However, the fruits of post-war poli
tics, both under Conservative and Labour
rule, are showing more forcefully than
ever that nothing worthwhile has been
achieved by political socialism. Material
prosperity depends far more on world
markets and the ups and downs of the
economic jungle than on the alternative
parties in power in London. While the

vast majority of people look to nothing
more than their own material well-being
as a criterion of the success of a gov
ernment, they are just as likely to choose
the Tories as the Labour Party. Further
more, the Conservatives cannot run the
country or the world just as they would
like to, not because of Labour opposi
tion, but because the forces opposed to
them have to be pacified. Wage in
creases (but not freedom from wage
slavery), have to be granted for fear of
industrial strike action. Independence
is granted to the governments of former
colonies (but not to the peoples living
in them) because they are too difficult
to subdue by force.
What all this adds up to is to prove
conclusively the truth of the anarchist
views, that it doesn't matter at all which
party is nominally in power, and that
the actions of the government are deter
mined by factors quite different from the
professed ones of political principle. One
of these factors is the strength or absence
of opposition among the subjects of the
government. Most of this opposition
makes itself felt quite unconsciously, as
a kind of reflex action. If the govern
ment decided to put a heavy tax on
butter, the consumers would beoome dis
affected. If it neglected to improve pay
arid conditions in the regular army,
recruiting would not keep up to the re
quired level. As in the last example,
the reactionary elements in society do
not save up their complaints until elec
tion time. The Institute of Directors
wields rather m6re influence than its
voting strength.
The anarchist outlook is consistent
with these facts. Anarchists stress that
the only effective way of securing real
social improvement here and now is to
take action ourselves, and not to leave
it to politicians to get it for us. . Suc
cessive failures on the part of the Labour
Party to even get itself into the lead in
parliament have inclined many people
outside the influence of anarchist ideas
to think about non-parliamentary activi
ties.
The Direct Action Campaign
against nuclear war, the South African
Boyeott Movement, and in some of its
characteristics, even the Aldermaston
March, are expressions of this tendency.

is interesting to speculate as to what
support it would have got from the
Labour Party if they had been carrying
the “ responsibilities of office” .
The anarchist view is that these
methods of struggle against the hateful
policies of governments are more effec
tive if they are used as the chief form
of activity, and not just as a sideline;
and far from using the politics of gov
ernment as a sideline, anarchists prefer
to ignore it completely, except to expose
the trickery which it involves and warm
people against being fooled by promises.
Further justification for the anarchist
approach is being provided, surprisingly
enough, by some of the contemporary
sociological writers within the Labour
Party. These writers have been forced,
like the idealistic left, to take note of
the fact that party politics is not a prac
tical question for the immediate future.
They have been discovering under these
circumstances, that welfare state govern
ment has not had any real effect in
changing people's attitudes to society, or
their ability to derive happiness and
satisfaction from life.
This leads straight back to the anar
chist premise, that real social change,
that will have permanent Jibcrativo
effects, can only )>e brought about from
below, by the people themselves.
It does not matter whether we put
the greatest blame for the present social
set-up on the rulers or the ruled, but
it is clear that only the ruled are likely
to want to change it. Socialism suggests
that people should elect different rule/s,
and promises that these will make life
better foi everyone . It becomes very
suspicious of people acting on their own
account, as its attitude to the CND has
shown, amongst other things. Anarch
ism throws the challenge on to the indi
vidual and claims that social change will
come about when a sufficient number
of people withdraw their support from
governments and try to organise their
society for themselves.

Beyond Politics
Yet people who take part in move
ments such as these still give their sup
port to the Labour Party, and regard
their non-parliamentary propaganda as
being something to carry out while
Labour is in opposition. For instance,
propaganda for the boycott lapsed tem
porarily during the election period. It

The practical action movements men
tioned above arc hopeful signs that
among progressive people, it is being
recognised that it is the prevailing atti
tudes to society, and the extent to which
people base their actions on liberative
ideas that will determine the immediate
future. The success of these trends de
pends on the measure to which it can
free itself, both, in theory and practice,
from the apron strings of an authoritar
ian political party, and crystallise a
libertarian approach consistent with the
methods it is beginning to re-discover.
P.H.

^ A R T H U R L E W IS w rote that
^C ontrary to popular belief, Socialism is not committed either by its history
or by its philosophy to the glorification o f the State o r to the extension o f
[its powers. O n the contrary, the links o f Socialism are with liberalism
and with anarchism, with their emphasis on individual freedom . . . .

A L A N S IL L IT O E asked
“ Who are the R ats? W ell, .they’re the people who do nothing about any
thing, who accept the atom bom b and want the cat back, the C ivil Servants
with closed minds and politicians who believe in armaments, all the forms
o f authority and persuasion which want people to conform into a mass,
and all the people w ho worship the State and submit to over-government.
This is nothing to do with politics, because the conform ist is found under
all banners, under Communism and Conservatism. . . . ”
“ Th e tighter society is, the worse it is fo r the country . . . People have
told me it’s an anarchistic point o f view .”

and even T H E TIMERS observed that
“ A t its annual conference in 1919 the Labou r Party took a fateful step
when, follow in g the lead o f Sidney W ebb, it com m itted itself not only to
Socialism but to one particular definition o f Socialism which happened at
that time to have found acceptance with the Fabian Society. B y this defini
tion Socialism is identified with the increase (alm ost unlimited in the econo
m ic field) o f the State’s pow er and activity. It is a direct consequence o f
this decision that an important element among those in the L ab ou r Party
w h o doubt the direction which the party has taken consists o f those who
looked fo r m ore power fo r the workers and fo r ordinary p eople and have
been given instead the huge, impersonal and management-controlled public
corporation . . . T h ere is nothing in the history o f Socialist thought to
suggest that the State is the natural and inevitable instrument b y which
Socialism is to be attained. F rom Proudhon to W illia m M orris to the
Guild Socialists, distrust o f the State has been a constant element in the
development o f Socialist ideas. It is the tragedy o f the L ab ou r m ovem ent
that it has been so intent on extending the authority o f the State that it has
|overlooked the purpose o f its existence.”

Do you agree with any
of them ?
Are you another anarchist
jwithout knowing it?

The A r t of the Possible
harness the existing system. Suppose
that a conspiracy of unusually publicspirited scientists were to study all the
accidental deaths in the world, famine,
traffic, and disease included, and by an
effort of international co-operation could
fabricate evidence that these accidents
were really the work ,of a malicious ad
versary—say the Martians; the devil is
too long dead. Suppose they success
fully kidded and frightened their govern
ments—exactly as they have to do now
when a constructive proposal needs to be
got through. They would find that the
proetein deficiencies in Africa were part
of an organized strategy of conquest; and
protein deficiency would be gone in one
year, not ten. We should see British,
Russian, and American leaders bawling
allied defiance at Mars as they did at
Hitler, and their respective scientists co
operating with their tongues in their
cheeks and a song in their hearts. The
road accident rate, malaria, hook-worm,
leprosy—all of them would be put down
to the Enemy and prodigies would be
done to remove them. And finally we
would set the wild hunt on psycho
pathology and irrational dominance be
haviour, and cure the decision-takers
themselves. After that they could safely
be told the truth.

f r » a p. 2

of decision-making, we shall find our I do not need to illustrate that any fur
selves balked in exactly the way that
ther by concrete example.
Soviet or our own war-time science was
often balked by the emergence of poli
U p to our Recalcitrance
tical paranoias to divert it from the fruits
In case what I have said seems de
of its purposive activities. And in fact
pressing, I would like to end with an
not only is the problem now almost iden
expression of confidence. Our generation
tical as between Britain and America on
has an excellent chance of seeing this
one hand, and Russia on the other, but
problem resolved. The next decade has
there is ultimately only one solution,
also a chance of realizing Mr. Nevil
which is the same in each case—the
Shute’s prophecy, but the acute risk o f
growth of active resistance both by
scientists and by the generality of in that may be receding a little, and history
has a way of disappointing apocalyptic
dividuals— including, in our own country,
prophecies. If we succeed, the character
the ‘clownish’ activity which seemed so
of human experience will change even
pointless to Mr. Koestler. The difference
more radically than it has been changed
between the situation in open and closed
by medicine.
societies is not that public opinion here
Our best hope of realization is not in
can be expressed electorally— through the
stern enthusiasms, but in the combative
present parties it cannot, and if it were,
ness of the ordinary man in defence of
the promises given would not be kept
the things he is always being encouraged
once the electoral situation was over—
but rather that this kind of direct action
to think unworthy— his skin, his food,
his sexual relationships, his pleasures.
is safe here and can therefore be orderly.
We at least can have no excuse for failing
W e need courage, certainly, but only
in personal resistance to official patho courage of one kind: if we could ex
logy. This is particularly true of scien change the courage which is willing to
annihilate the entire race on principle
tists and technicians, for whom the
for a little intelligent cowardice in office,
traditional ways of justifying a sitting
and above all for an intelligent love of
posture in terms of neutrality, carrying
pleasure, it would be of great value.
out democratic decisions, or plain silence
Even the lack of principle and policy
and ear-shutting, will patently not do.
in party leaders is perhaps an exploit
Apart from anything else, they face the
able thing— it makes it possible for us
germ of a new, and this time domestic,
Psychopathic Policies
to reverse their attitudes 180 degrees by
Lysenko situation. The reason that, as
pressure applied to their chances of
the public cynically recognizes, official
That is not an entirely frivolous idea
office. Men who like living for choice
scientists always support official utter
— it is, in fact, almost the usual method
under the shadow of annihilation are not
ances on scientific grounds is not that
now of securing support for useful work
the natural masters of the art of the
they have been bribed or threatened, but
in many fields. In some ways it is also
possible. It is up' to our recalcitrance,
that governments are experts in selecting
much what has happened in the history
then, in the nineteen-sixties to control,
of revolutionary science and science in experts who will participate in their own
or instruct, or better eject them in favour
fantasy. We are now getting cases in
war time, but these in themselves suggest
of realities.
the West where a pathological scientific
why it will not do. So long as psycho
A lex C omfort.
tail is wagging a reluctant political dog.
pathic policies are there in the structure

F R E E D1

ARE

YOU

T }O I N G I T F O R KIC K S describes
very aptly the approach o f
many young people to some o f their
activities. Some things, like work
ing for a pay packet, are directly re
munerative; others, like studying,
are
for
self-improvement;
and
others, like rock V roll, motorcycle
racing and snogging, are done for
kicks.
This division o f activities
goes for people o f all ages to some
extent.
A re you taking part in the Aldermaston March and other C N D
activities for kicks?
Many marchers may repudiate
this suggestion indignantly. They
may point out that the issues at
stake are far too serious to be treated
so lightheartedly. Some marchers
are going at quite a lot o f personal
inconvenience. For many there is
a deep moral purpose behind the
march, an affirmation of the voice of
sanity which can find no adequate
expression elsewhere. It may seem
that asking whether people are doing
it for kicks is insulting since it im
plies that there is equivalence be
tween such a campaign and a trivial
activity like rock ’n’ roll.
But many will acknowledge, pri
vately or publicly, that they are in
fact coming on the march for kicks.
And why not? I do not think that
such people are less valuable mem
bers o f the C N D movement. Indeed,
I would commend them for their
honesty and their avoidance of the
smug “ holier than thou” attitude
which afflicts a certain section of
all movements o f social protest. T o
take offence at the question is to
imply that there is something wrong
in doing things fo r kicks.
But
human motivation is complex and
much o f our activity contains the
element o f seeking emotional stimu
lation and gratification.
A lifeloving and positive movement must
appeal to the emotions as well as to
intellectual convictions o f righteous
ness. The Aldermaston March is
so popular with young people be
cause it has taken on something o f
the character o f a Spring festival and
pilgrimage.
Even if it snows or
rains at Easter, the rigours o f the
trip do not deter the participants
because
they
are
communally
shared. The degree o f discomfort
o f the march and the rough dossing
down at night, and the socially con
scious purpose— all this adds the
spice that is lacking from an ordin
ary picnic. But best o f all is the fact
that the whole thing is quite outside
the realm o f ordinary experience.
It is a-political in that it does not
■depend on any political party; in
deed, it shows up the inadequacy o f
political parties in the face o f a real

MARCHING

FOR

KICKS t

their livcs*-they make anjjj
strous policy possible. Anfl _
political party deporfds upon a 9
ern e pohcy erf
^ d r c fl
L
gTKmaSS w
ICS c l l f
fodder. They are dumb n0« |
ahd will-less. If the orgaii 1$£
delusion tell them that it js
O.K. to live under the sh»cL2
the H-bomb, or to go to
Russia, Germany, Mars ot VeL
they accept it. This mass docj|
is what all the politico’s wanfjjl
only on such a basis can a pomS
party climb to power. But wT
this is the basis of our democrq
system, you haven’t a hope in
o f raising any sort o f significant
test against the H-bomb.

live issue. It does not depend upon
bigwig politicians— it is a popular
movement, and it is perfectly natural
to enjoy thumbing our noses at
those shockers in the power game
who claim to be implementing a
sane policy with lunatic weapons,
in our name.

★
'T 'H E Aldermaston March has a
particular relevance to anarch
ism, and anarchism has a particular
significance for the marchers. They
■are people o f all shades o f political
and religious opinion. , There are
Labourites, Tories, Liberals and
Commies. There are Quakers, Jews,
C. o f E. and atheists. For once
these labels do not matter— they are
men and women escaping from their
political and religious uniforms and
.appearing in the guise o f human
beings demonstrating against a mon
strous lunacy which is imposed on
us as the outcome o f “ political
necessity” .
Oh, I know that some politicos
and a few religious bods are using
the march to grind their various
axes. But I venture to think that,
apart from the demands o f axegrinding, many of them are doing it
for kicks. It is worth while to get
a kick out o f being a human being
for a change, instead o f a tool of
the Party or a pillar o f the Church.

This is what anarchism is all it does' on the Aldermaston March.
about.
It is concerned with a- This road leads to anarchism, and
the element o f doing it for kicks is
political action. And even though
you joined the march partly to meet in no way a contradiction o f the
up with some nice girls, or to play journey.
your guitar, or to keep up with
As few people will take seriously
friends made last year, or to get the suggestion that anarchism is
away from home, or to show your merely a daft bomb-throwing cult,
genius o f organizing, or to be it is necessary to indicate still further
amongst sane people for a change, what anarchism is .not. It is not a
or because it is a cheap Easter holi: denial o f order and organization.
day— you did it partly because of This march is quite orderly and de
the utter ’ incapacity1 of any political
mands quite a lot of organization by
or religious body to express what those taking part; but there is no
you are feeling; You m'ay never
sort of coercive machinery behind
have heard o f anarchism, or you ) the organization, th e 'g o o d order
may have heard it is some daft depends upon voluntary co-opera
bomb-throwing ( ! ) cult. But the fact tion.
that you have joined the march in
dicates that you are prepared to act.
outside the manner of procedure T ) 0 not think that anarchists believe
accepted by parliamentarians of all
for one moment that if national
colours and the mass of “ right-think- governments'were miraculously abol
ing people” . You are in fact show ished overnight there would be any
ing the horse-sense implicit in anar thing but chaos. W e are not vague
chism. The marchers are demon idealists and we do not believe in
strating (whether they acknowledge miracles. Our criticism o f society
it or not) that in this democratic , is that it is power-sick, and the evil
country there, is no political channel
of power is double. First, it cor
by which a halt can be called to the
rupts those who wield it to the
official policy o f riding roughshod
extent that they can calmly base a
over the interests o f the mass o f the . policy on the H-bomb, Second, it
people on a matter which is literally
also corrupts those who are power
that o f life
or death. It is
less. The powerless ones in society,
natural that the anarchist paper
the mass o f apathetic stooges who
rely on being told what to do all
Freedom should have the large sales

Anarchism is a-political.
p
cannot “ join the anarchists” inj
same way as you can “ join!
Liberals", for there is o f coursjp
anarchist party. There are g t j
of anarchists organized for sp<f
purposes, such as running {
weekly paper, but anarchists dol
form any party to capture polif
power as they do not seek to r u l^ ^
coerce anyone. But equally,
do not want to be ruled or co efl
by anybody. Anarchists m ayj
port progressive m ovem ents]^—
_
voluntary nature like the C N D ^ B ^
they have no illusions a b o u t^ ^
capacity for such movements
achieve far-reaching ends.,
movements must be considereB
being valuable in themselves. .Jp
are a manifestation o f sanity^
healthy social action even sHl
forces beyond our control del
the world tomorrow. The facfl
there are forces beyond our c o f
acting so irresponsibly in our n fl
underlines the anarchist criticisT
the basis of power in modern s o a
The doctrine of political neccB
under the banner o f Tory, Lafcl
Communist, Republican or D M
era tic politicos, has led to th d ^
sent impasse o f nation-states sit
on their ever-growing piles o fl
bombs.- Is it not time to w o lf
just to cpnsider, whether therej_
be something in the entirely dll
ent approach that the anarcT
advocate? Anarchism will givel
not cut-and-dried solutions, in tJ
it w ill cause you to undertake qu|
a lot o f re-thinking.
And it doesn’t matter if you hsl
come on the march for kicks. lti_
natural to get a kick out o f a breatS
of fresh air in a stifling atmospherB
and for many this march is lilcdl
coming up for air. When you neS
longer get a kick out o f your natural 1
human reactions, then you are on^[
the way to morbidity and it won’ t 1
matter to you that the demands o f
political
necessity
drives
grave
statesmen to debate how w e can all
be sent up in smoke.
G.

Anarchism and the struggle for Workers* Control of Industry
'T 'H E relationship between Marxist
revolutionaries’ and the working
class is what can only be termed a
‘ Iove-hate relationship’— if I may
coin a phrase.
A n y left-wing political organisa
tion sees the workers as a source o f
great power. W age earners are the
most numerous section o f society,
therefore they carry more votes.
W hen organised industrially they
are the most powerful section o f
society .therefore they can be used
to raise leaders to power.
Once the leaders have attained
political power, however, the indust
rial power o f the workers has to be
contained. Useful as it is fo r the
ambitious politico as a ladder to
the top, it becomes a threat to his
stability once he has stepped over the
line dividing the rulers from the
ruled. The votes o f the workers
are useful and this is a completely
safe way for their numbers to be
used. But industrial action puts
effective power directly into the
workers’ hands, and that is why it
is so hated by leaders who have
reached their goal.
W e may remember, as a recent

example o f this, the attitude o f the
Labour Party at the time o f Sir
Anthony Eden’s Suez adventure.
‘ N o Industrial A c tio n fo r
P o litic a l E nds’
Although they were so vociferous
ly against the Suez campaign, the
Labour leaders were very concerned
that opposition did not take the form
o f industrial action. They, no more
than the Tories, do not want the
workers even to begin to think in
terms o f using their collective
strength for social ends, for when
that happens all politicians will
become redundant.
It should not be thought for one
moment, o f course, that we think o f
the Labour Party as a Marxist revo
lutionary party. But the attitude is
in reality exactly the same in those
parties which do rejoice in that de
scription. However much they claim
to speak for the workers, the
workers are in fact a means to a,n
end— and that end is political power
for the party.
This is glaringly obvious in the
case o f the Communists. Although
they have used working class strength
to get power, they have been utterly

ruthless in suppressing working class
aspirations (from Kronstadt 1921,
with the help o f Trotsky, to Buda
pest 1956) when they are the govern
ment. And no different attitude
could be expected from any other
group of similar nature. '
H o w ‘N e w ’ A r e They?
W e have in Britain now a bunch
o f so-called ‘new revolutionaries'
organised around a paper called
The Newsletter. They are seeking
to build an organisation in indus
try which would be the basis. Qf a
mass revolutionary party.
These
people in, the main are disillusion
ed Stalinists who, since the denun
ciation o f Stalin by Krushchev and
the crushing o f the Hungarian rebel
lion, have joined up with existing
Trotskyist groups.
But they remain politicos. Their
attitude, basically, is the one we have
been describing.
Although they
work like beavers and are very m ili
tant in factories, their aim is to use
the workers’ strength as a founda
tion for another poltical party.
N o w the anarchist contention is
that this party— if it ever material
ises— will go exactly the same way

industry this means that w e reject
as the Communists o f the Stalinist
variety. Any political party, if it nationalisation (state control) just as
much as private enterprise (boss
achieves power, must crush the
control). W e want to see workers’
power o f the organised working
class because the continuous aspira control, i.e., the jneans o f production
tions o f those at the bottom o f the and distribution organised by the
workers on the job, directly control
ladder are always a threat to those
ling these processes fo r the benefit
at the top.
o f the community (which includes
T h e R ea ction a ry T r a d e U n ion s
themselves o f course).
W e have not so far examined the
r ole o f the official trade unions. A t
Necessary Organisation
this stage we hardly think it neces
It is a misconception, fostered by
sary to do that. Anyone with a
our opponents; that anarchists don’t
glimmer o f social consciousness re
believe in organisation. This is noncognises the reactionary function o f
sense. W hat we do not believe in 1
the trades unions today. They are
is authoritarian organisation. W e at the best wage-bargaining institu
object to being organised in the in- 1
tions and at the worst, organs o f
terests o f bosses or careerists. W e I
discipline over the workers. Their
are happy to organise ourselves for -J
job is to keep the workers quiet with
our own purposes;
the leas* possible trouble and ex
The same applies to the workers I
pense. Th ey have no social aim and
in general we maintain they should I
and hold out no hope whatever to
organise themselves at the point of I
the workers o f any change in the
production in order to use their 1
character o f society
strength where it is most effective for I
So what is the anarchist alter
the purpose o f coming into cpntplH
native to all this?
o f the means o f production. If t h is *
is their aim, they should never ■
W ell, in the first place, anarchists
allow their organisations to pass into ■
have an aim. W e wai.t a free society
the hands o f full-time officials o r |
without exploitation or the dom i
nation o f man by man.

In terms of
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W ho Gets the Warning

r e e im

Tp H O S E who have survived the
world wars o f our time and the
various minor skirmishes around the
globe made necessary by the defence
21, N o . 16
A p ril 1$, 1960
o f our masters’ interests, have be
come conditioned to violence, on
the grand scale. It is only individual
violence which arouses indignation'
in the righteous, who want the re
us face the fact that someturn o f the birch fo r the teddy-boy
jtag m ore is needed if w e are to
with the cosh, but who cheerfully
jild up a spontaneous movement o f
approve o f a knighthood fo r the res
I people which w ill also be able to
ponsible adult who developed the
Jfluence the course o f events. A s
British hydrogen bomb.
rtrand Russell put it in a debate
The conditioned acceptance plus
year in which he said that banpatriotism plus complacency led the
DS nuclear weapons was “ not
British public to receive the news,
jpugh” since in the event o f a war
about ‘our’ warning system, and the
jfakin g out they would be manuestablishment to be built at Fylingctured again,
dales, with its customary phlegm.
the thing you have to do is to ban
A mild token commotion was
B . . . W e. must work towards some
raised in Parliament by members o f
Vm which will prevent war. It re- Her Majesty’s Opposition, whose
fes a different way of viewing all the
arguments appeared to revolve
Tffs of men from any that has been in
around the question o f ‘four minutes
world before.
warning or fifteen?* A nd our free
press raised its eyebrows and tutted
for a day or two and then forgot all
TE. Campaign fo r Nuclear Dis
about it.
(armament falls over backwards
It was made clear, however, that,
Tng. to be respectable, uncontro
brief though it may be, the, warning
jial, and politically orthodox. D o
■really have to spend time and
■.rgy campaigning that the results
w ar are horrible, and o f H-Wars
philatlpn?
Doesn’t
everyone
*w that already? This awareness
*he disasters o f war has not, so
*.pr«yented wars.

i

ld erm asto n

period was enough fo r us to get our
own bomber force off the ground
and away on a raid o f massive re
taliation on R — , sorry, on enemy
territory.
W h o gets the warning?
■This then, was our great con
solation. A s the minutes tick away
w e s iy to ouselves ‘W ell at least
those bastards are going to get it,
too,’ and w e kneel and pray to
gentle Jesus to receive our souls (but
not theirs, the bastards) in grace.
A n d we are consoled and a great
peace comes over us. Just in time.
This was all discussed quite
seriously. The panel on the radio
programme ‘ A n y Questions’ were
asked to tell us what they would do
with their last four minutes and the
usual fatuous answers were given—
seriously. One M .P. on the panel
assured the audience that four
minutes was the absolute minimum;
that fifteen was nearer the mark.
Seriously!
In all the discussions on this fan
tastic bit o f science-fiction-comefrue, however, the talk revolved
around the amount o f warning ‘we’
were going to get.- Blit who are

we !
W ho is going to get the warning?
Is the radar system at Fylingdales
to be linked up with all the air-raid
sirens in the country? W ill the BBC
tip us off that rockets are on the way
and we’d better get cracking with the
brown paper under the dining-room
table?
A re you Priority?
O f course not. The four-minute
warning is for the top brass. The
only purpose o f the warning is to set
the retaliation forces in motion. It
is useless for civil defence because
there is no defence.
I f any individuals will get warning
it w ill be the important individuals
— not the likes o f you and me. W e
have understood for a long time that
there are deep shelters which may
ensure the survival (from the ex
plosions) o f a select few, and that
there is a list o f names, or office
holders, arranged in strict priority.
But for us, for the ordinary
people, there will be no warning.
N ot even four minutes. And it
wouldn’t be any use even if there
were.
The purpose o f the warning is to

we have to succeed in getting
fc s s is that no thinking person
■ be a consenting party to any
j v i t y connected with war— under
^circumstances. This is not just
Question o f persuading people to
I n a pledge” (how many o f the
lion who signed such a pledge in
j inter-war years ignored it when
£r call-up papers arrived?) , but
o f a new way o f thinking and
ig which deals with the issue o f
£ r as part and parcel o f a number
^problems such as authority, cor
r a l punishment, racial equality,
|dom, religion, work, power, etc.
. and not as -something excep
1nal, outside the day to day prob;is o f life. And this was the sigJEcant point in Bertrand Russell’s
demerit: the abolition o f war, he
%id, required “ a different way o f
Jpiewing all Rne affairs o f men . . .
WnOte the word we have italicised),

Anarchism
Defined
A N A R C H IS M (from . the Greek
an- and jarchia, contrary to authority,
is the name given to a principle or
theory of life and conduct under
which society is conceived without
government— harmony in such a
society being obtained, not by sub
mission to law,.or by obedience to
any authority, but by free agree
ments concluded between the various
groups, territorial and professional,
freely constituted for the sake of
production and consumption, as also
for the satisfaction of the infinite
variety of needs and aspirations of
a civilised being . . . ”
— Encyclopaedia Britannica.

H ave They Thought?
Have the pilots o f these bombers
— which stand in readiness t o d a y given thought to this? D o they
realise that when they scramble and
get airborne they will be leaving
their wives and children behind to
take the rockets? . H ave they under
stood that even if they survive their
retaliatory mission on the ‘other
side’ they would have nothing to
come back to? Have they forgotten
that they can last only a little longer
than those they have left behind and
during that time they would have to
live with themselves and with what
they have helped to do?
Perhaps we shouldn’t waste too
much space sympathising with the
dilemmas o f the last o f the few.
But these few are symbolic o f the
many. A ll those who support in
any way the lunacy o f war prepa
ration are digging graves for them
selves and their loved ones.
The labourer who is digging a
trench for a water pipe to a rocket
site is digging his baby’s grave. The
carpenter on a training camp is
making a coffin for his wife, The
girl in the textile factory making
material for uniforms is weaving
a shroud for us all.
Opposition to nuclear weapons
must lead us to opposition against
all armaments. And that must lead
us to the position where we recog
nise the connection between arma
ments, war, the State and govern
ment, and the economy.
I t ’ s all Bound U p
Nuclear lunacy is a direct des
cendant o f economic lunacy-rwhich
has been destroying millions for cen
turies. In 1933, Anthony Eden,
representing Britain at the League
o f Nations,
successfully
fought
against the banning o f the bomber
as a war weapon because ‘ Britain
needs bombers to police her empire’ .
Our own interests o f survival have
thus obviously been bound up with
the adoption o f an anti-imperialist
struggle. It’s all bound up together.
That is why sooner or later oppo
sition to nuclear weapons, to be
logical and effective, must develop
into a revolutionary opposition to
the kind o f society which has
spawned the H-bomb. (Even magis
trates today recognise the roots o f
juvenile delinquency in the parents!)
Such opposition is provided to my
satisfaction only by anarchism. From
the State we shall get no warning—
only destruction. W e must warn
ourselves and act accordingly.
P.S.

t This is also the anarchist ap*proach. A s we wrote in these
. columns last Aldermaston day
There are no short cuts to peace. There
are no compromise solutions between
the rulers and the ruled. The day we
are in a position to influence govern
ments we shall also have the strength to
dispense with governments.

’T 'H E C.N.D. in their publicity for
this year’s march call on you to
“ make this- the Biggest Demon
stration Britain has ever seen . . .
In this way we might finally get rid
o f nuclear weapons” .
These are all illusions. What have
government to fear from . 100,000
demonstrators who politely express
their anti-Bomb sentiments on four
days o f the year and behave as
obedient sheep fo r the other 361?

get ‘our’ bombers off the ground.
They must "be saved at all costs,
even though the people they are sup
posed to defend are incinerated
moments afterwards.

Industrial Struggle ' ‘££7!
even semi-professional militants.
The ideas o f anarcho-syndicalism
provide the basis for such an organi
sation. These consist o f simple
principles such as:
That organisation should be at the
place o f work aiming at workers’
control o f that place o f work.
That there should be no full-time
paid officials.
That any delegate or organiser
losing pay through his activity
should be compensated at the rate
fo r his job at the bench.
That decisions should be taken by
workers irrespective o f their crafts,
i.e., that they should organise by in
dustry, not by craft.
That works’ councils be estab
lished in every factory, mine, mill,
depot, station, or dock, controlled
by the workers there and linked
with each other to form a federation
o f labour, enabling the workers
collectively to control the means of
production and distribution through
out society.
W hat Hopes?
A ll this, o f course, pre-supposes
a high level o f revolutionary aware
ness. A n understanding, fo r ex
ample, that it is useless to go on
fiddling with wages and differentials,
but that the workers’ aim must be

the abolition o f the wage system al
together. It means ,recognising the
futility o f parliamentary action,
realising the true nature o f the State
as the exeuctive o f the ruling class
and relying on our own strength
through direct action.
What are the hopes, fo r such
aims? A s we see it there is only
one factor in industry today provid
ing the basis for such an organisa
tion. That is the Shop Stewards’
movement; hated by the official T U
leaders, and eyed enviously by the
‘new revolutionaries’. This can re
main an organisation representative
o f the rank and file only as long as
it keeps out o f the hands o f groups
anxious to use it fo r political ends,
and does not become ossified, official
or respectables
And it can become truly revolu
tionary when the rank and file see
it as the means by which they come
into control o f their own affairs. In
other words, when they choose to
turn it from a ginger-group in the
trade unions into an organisation by
which they fight effectively fo r their
true interests now and prepare the
means for organising the economy
in a free society. When they turn
the Shop Stewards’ movement into
an anarcho-syndicalist movement.

Students, Sex, and C.N.D.
A M E R I C A N T E A C H E R D IS M IS S E D B U T S U P P O R T F R O M
S T U D E N T S G R O W IN G
T\R . LEO KOCH, the biology professor who was fired this week for
advocating free love for students, parried
the 64,000 dollar question today.
When I asked him if he would resent
someone suggesting a similar course of
action for his own 15-year-old daughter
he replied: “I am quite confident she
will know enough about the problem to
act intelligently in any situation that
might arise.
“ I would not try to sway her in any
way unless she asked for my advice.”
Dr. Koch, aged 40, is attached to the
University of Illinois. Besides the
daughter Toni, he has two sons aged 12
and 40.
Support for him is growing on the
campus. Students burned an effigy of
Dr. David Dodd Henry, the University
President, who directed that Prof. Koch
be relieved of his duties.
' He told me he did not expect people
to agree with his ideas that “a mutually
satisfactory sexual experience would
eliminate the ' need for many hours of
frustrating petting.” But, he claimed,
he was entitled to air his opinion.
His quarrel with the authorities was
that in firing him they violated the tra
ditional academic freedom of universi
ties in the United States.
• The dark-haired crew-cut professor
added that his wife agreed whole-heart

edly with his views on sex among the
unmarried students and she had dis
cussed the subject with him many times.
His views were originally expressed in
a letter to a college newspaper. It was
written in answer to one from two male
students deploring the high incidence of
necking on the campus.
Koch said the only thing wrong with
necking and petting was that it did not
go far enough. He felt that a good downto-earth, no-holds-barred, ail-the-way
love affair would “ lead to much hap
pier and longer-lasting marriages among
our young men and women.”
INews of the World, 10/4/60).
B A N O N BADGES
A T the meeting of the L.C.C. Education Committee on 5/4/60, the
Chairman, Mr. Harold Shearman, admit
ted that pupils at the William Ellis
School, St. Pancras, had been forbidden
by their headmaster to wear Nuclear
Disarmament badges, and had been
questioned about their political beliefs.
“ It is an accepted principle in this
country,” he said, “ that the schools
should not be used for purposes of pro
paganda, and parents have a right to
expect that every effort will be made to
safeguard this principle.”
Propaganda, that is, except that of
religion, the state and the armed forces!

^
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An Important New Freedom Press Publication Provides

A H A N D B O O K OF A N A R C H I S M
A N A R C H I S M , by P a u l E ltz b a c h e r, trans. by Steven T . Byington, ed. by James J. M artin .
(L o n d o n : Freedom Press 21s.
N e w Y o rk : L ib erta ria n Book C lu b 6 d o lla rs .)
A T the end of the last century when
the popular stereotype of ah anar
chist was that of a sinister figure with a
bomb, ticking away like a death-watch
beetle under the crowned heads of
Europe, a German professor of law,
finding that no external analysis existed
which sought to explain what anarchism
was. “We want” he wrote, “ to know
anarchism scientifically . . . We wish to
penetrate the essence of a movement
that dares to question what is undoubted
and to deny what is venerable, and
nevertheless takes hold of wider and
wider circles.” He set out therefore to
define the concepts of Law, the State,
and Property, and then to ascertain what
the anarchists asserted on these three key
topics in political philosophy. But sjp.ce
he found little concensus of opinion on
them amongst anarchist thinkers, he
examined in turn the ideas of seven of
the anarchist ‘teachers’, and set them out
in the form of carefully selected quota-'
tions, attempting in his concluding chap
ters to classify them according to the
basis of their thought, and to their
teachings on the law, the state, and
property, and as to the manner in which
they conceived the realisation of their
ideas.
Paul Eltzbacher’s Anarchism was pub
lished in German in 1900 and was later
translated in many languages including
Yiddish, Bulgarian and Japanese. The
English translation by Steven T. Byington appeared in America in 1908. Both
the author and the translator (who was
himself an authority on some of the
thinkers discussed and gives a scrupulous
examination of Eltzbacher’s interpreta
tion of his sources) were men o f very
high analytical intelligence, and this
book, written by an author whose op
position to anarchism only emerges at
the very end, has been regarded by
many anarchists as the best, and certainly
the most methodical, statement of their
point of view. Kropotkin, for instance,
wrote in the article on ‘Anarchism’ in
the Encyclopaedia Britannica, that it was
“The best work on Anarchism, and in
fact the only one written with a full
knowledge o f the Anarchist literature.”
This verdict still stands, and as the book
has been out of print for many decades
the new edition is very welcome indeed.
This is especially so, since the new
edition, published in Britain by Freedom
Press and in America by the Libertarian
Book Club, has been made so much

thought is -‘easy” to read, and it seems
to me that the very rigour of Eltzbacher’s
approach and Jhis attempt to categorise
and tabulate the thought of the recal
citrant anarchists, is itself a stimulant
to the reader. The extent to which the
Views of the anarchist thinkers are un
consciously distorted by’ the author in
order to fit them into hi^g^ategories, is
thoroughly discussed by both translator
and editor.

easier to read than the one of 1908.
It has been most skilfully edited by
James J. Martin (whose book Men
Against the State about the American
individualist anarchists of the 19th cen
tury was a model of well-documented
but readable scholarship). The forest of
Is the author’s selection of anarchist
footnotes on sources have been collec
‘teachers’ satisfactory? They are William
ted together at the end of the book,
Godwin (1756-1836), the ‘father of an
leaving only the valuable comments of
archism’ whose Enquiry Concerning
Byington*-at the foot of the pages, the
Political Justice was the first systematic
biographical sketches of the anarchist
exposition o f anarchist thought; Pierrethinkers have been rewritten, and in
order to introduce an account of anar
Joseph Proudhon, (1809-1865), the first
cho syndicalism, a current of anarchist , man to describe himself as an anarchist,
thought not touched upon in Eltzbacher’s Max Stirner (1806-1856), the German
exposition, a long essay on Anarchism
apostle of ‘conscious egoism’, Michael
and Anarcho-Syndicalism by Rudolf
Bakunin (1814-1876), the Russian revpRocker has been appended to the book.
lutionary, whose disputes with Marx in
This has not, of course, the analytical
the First International marked a turn
ing-point in the history of socialism,
quality of Eltzbacher’s text, but perhaps
Peter Kropotkin (1842-1921), the most
for this reason might be read first by
the reader to the subject to get a synop influential of anarchist thinkers, author
of the sociological classic Mutual Aid
tic view of the history of anarchist
and.. founder of F reed o m in 1886,
thought before turning to the book as a
Benjamin R. Tucker (1854-1939), a rep
whole.
resentative of the American school of in-,
The new edition retains the author’s dividualist anarchism, and Leo Tolstoy
introduction, as well as the translator’s (1828-1910), whom many wbuld be sur
preface (what an interesting and sympa prised to find classified as an anarchist,
thetic character Byington himself was),
but whose philosophy qualifies him for
and has a preface by Dr. Martin telling
inclusion. Can these figures be taken as
us something of the history pf the book
representative? There can be no doubt
and its author. There is also the author’s about Godwin, Proudhon, Bakunin and
original bibliography, largely of original
Kropotkin, the ‘mainstream’ anarchist
texts and French and German works,
thinkers. In terms of the etymology of
Rocker’s general biliography on anar the word anarchism, there is little doubt
chism, and a bibliographical note by the
that the other three qualify. Neither
editor for the general reader noting both
Stirner nor Tolstoy designated their ideas
the modern critical and biographical
as ‘anarchism’, but nor did Godwin.
material on the seven anarchist thinkers
Are there any other trends in anarchist
and the modern editions of their works.
thought who should have been included
The volume is thus from one point of
in such a work? The anarcho-syndicalist
view a veritable handbook on anarchism,
school which developed after Eltzbacher’s
and for this reason I would like to see
day is represented by the inclusion of
it filling the gap on this subject in every
Rocker’s essay}- which has also the ad
public and university library and in every vantage of giving something of anarchist
student’s reading list on political science history.
and social philosophy.
The author himself in his conclusions
recommends the reader to “investigate,
the less notable teachings as well as the
TLTAVING said this I may turn to the
most prominent” , and suggests that.“ in
book’s limitations as ' they will
this investigation he must expect many
appear to the casual reader, who, ob
surprises: the! teachings of the unknown
jecting to Eltzbacher’s legalistic style,
Pisacane will astonish , him . by' their
may very well agree with the translator’s
originality” , and the student of anarchist
authors who remain largely untranslated,
remark that ‘the collection of quotations,
would probably make the same claim for
which form three-fourths of the book
such writers as Gustav Landauer, Errico
both in bulk and in importance, is-as
Malatesta, and Domela Nieuwenhuis.
much the best part as it is the biggest” .
However, no serious book on political
However, within his field and period,

A Sidelight on Sexual H ypocrisy

Capitalism and Contraception
/T*HE new style oral contraceptive pill
that is so much in the news lately
(see “Hie Adolescent & The Pill” ,
F reedom 26/3160) has urged me to set
down these few comments of how I saw
Capitalism and Contraception well wed
ded and producing quite indecent profits.
For six months I worked at a “Surgical
& Hygiene” Store in a working-class dis
trict, as a counter assistant and my work
also entailed the checking of invoices.
It was whilst performing this latter duty
that I became convinced that no matter
how the 'Church and Social Workers may
bleat, Capitalism has got a.little racket
here that can bring nothing but profits
and more profits. A t weekends, highdays and holidays we used to sell French
letters faster than we could unpack
them. No doubt a sociologist could
draw conclusions from this, but even
though we have never had it so good,
most working-class people it seemed
from our sales only have strength to have
it at weekends, or when they can lay in
next morning. French letters were our
main stock-in-trade, they kept the busi
ness going, because if we had had to live
on the sales of trusses, bedpans and urine
bottles we would hav$ been bust in a
week. My boss was a Communist, but
card-carrying was his only duty. I have
never seen such wholesale swindling of
the public as went on in our shop, and
yet whilst singing the praises of the
USSR he would be ringing up more
profits from someone’s misfortune.

to part with their money for these things,
but the speed and eagnemess they show
to do so astounded me. Some of our
more novel items used to come from a
manufacturing chemists in Leicester, and
it was part of my job “to pack them up.
One good • seller was the “Strength
Capsules— Joy of Living” . We used to
pack them in a gold box, double sealed
(God knows why!) and on the front was
the solemn warning that they were under
no circumstances to be given to members
of the opposite sex. Men Only it add^d.
Their formula was quite harmless and
routine. A box of 2-1 (note the psycho
logical approach in that number) sold
for 7/6d,—we got them 'for about 8d.
1 can remember now the big old tin we
kept them in under the counter, and they
were at least three years old then! I f
was sad to see the old and tired come in
to discuss “a personal matter” , and then
wasting their cash on an- empty dream.
I suppose virility was cheap at 7/6d., but
of course the boss wouldn't let it stop
there. In a confidential and hushed lone
he would explain that “a prolonged
course of treatment is really vital/' The
box would last him a week and then
back he’d come, and •then again. If he
‘started to complain, we had to switch
him onto “Testonic” which, was not a
tonic for- the testicles as the name im
plies, but merely a general tonic. If
he persisted even then we politely im-v
plied that he was generally knackered
and no pill can cure that.

Perhaps he thought he was helping the
Commie cause by whittling down the
population of the West in this way. We
used to peddle dreams, hopes and wishes.
Naturally there are always mugs enough

The real rotten immoral racket though
was the “Female Pills & Capsules” , and
I hope lady comrades will take note of
all I say. The pills and capsules are
sold for female irregularities due to

“ shocks, anaemia and cblds, etc.” Note
the ,‘etc.” because all we ever sold them
for was as hope for some poor, girl who
was in the cart and couldn’t find, or
didn’t want to risk an abortionist. My
boss suffered delusions about this a bit
and thought he was doing good humanitrian work, as the average age of our
customers for these was usually about 17.
If it hadn’t been, such a swindle he may
have been, but they only work, if they
are taken almost immediately and you
have a lot of luck. There are hundreds
of different varieties, all in the fanciest
of packages, with all the writing i n :
French. People will insist on the writing
being in French even though they state
quite clearly, Made in Leicester. “Cap
sules Pour les Dames” reads the blurb,
and people are fooled into thinking they
have got something like “ Ergotapoile” or
“ Yankee Smith” whipfi would do what
they vvunted, but which can’t be sold in
the U.K. Our biggest seller was the
“ Capsules Moulin Rouge” in a cute sealed
plastic box. We sold them at 35/- a
box, and got them wholesale for 8/-!
The “ Luna Rouge Capsules pour les
Femmes” we sold for 21/- and got 'for a
mere 4/-. Also various “novelty” com
panies made them by the gross for us
which we packaged under our own name.
We also sold Slippery Elm Bark, but
when they got home they found it was
powdered and useless for self-abortion
purposes. Now if any lady Anarchist
wants a pill (or as our mail order list
discreetly said “ something much stronget
than a pill) beat therri down over the
price. The one thing they dread when
tip-toeing along the edge of the law like
they do, is a fuss. Let them know that

Eltzbacher’s claim that “ the special ideas
that Anarchism has to offer are given
with tolerable completeness in the seven
teachings here presented” , is justified.

!

“ As to their basis, the Anarci
teachings are classifiable as
recognizing as the supreme law of .hid
procedure merely a iaw Qf nature (Ba
nin, Kropotkin) and critical regardirl
norm as the supreme
t_ »
ceclure. The M g lS | | fe M P J
are classifiable as i d e a l i s t ^
reme law is a duty (Prou'& " h° s* ,s§
and e u d e m o n i s t i c , whose sunrem« i
happiness. The eudemonistic
finally, are on their part further c\aS
fiable as altruistic, for which the geneS
happiness is supreme law- (Godwin) art
egotistic, for which the individuals’ kJH
piness takes this rank (Stirner, Tuc^^^
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The book’s most serious limitation,
considered as a handbook o f anarchism
is one which is not Eltzbacher’s fault.
Because he is considering anarchism as a
“ As to what they affirm for our futM
political theory, he has to omit from
in contract to the State, the Anarchisf
consideration many of the important in
teachings are either federalistic— that n
they affirm for* our future a social hum^
sights' of some of the anarchist thinkers,
life on the basis of the legal norm thj
particularly Godwin and Kropotkin,
contracts must be lived up to (Proudho®
where these are not strictly in the field
Bakunin, Kropotkin, Tucker)—br Spcm
of ideas on the law, the state and
tanistic that is, they affirm for our futui
property. Several of the most important
a social human life on the basis of a nqj
of Kropotkin’s works had not appeared
juridical controlling principle (Godwj
when Eltzbacher was writing, or were ’ Stirner, Tolstoy).
not used by him: Mutual Aid, Fields,
“ As to their relation to law, a parti
Factories and Workshhips, Ethics, and
the Anarchistic teachings are anomiaM
Modern Science and Anarchism, and it
negating law for our future (God’^ P
was precisely in these works that their
author sought to derive anarchist con ' Stirner, Tolstoy); the other part]>
noministic, affirming it for our fu tfl
clusions from the actual study of human
(Proudhon, Bakunin, Kropotkin, Tuckj
society, from economic life, and from
scientific method itself, (see the article
“ As to their relation to property!
on . this topic elsewhere in this issue).
Anarchistic teachings are partly indak
Moreover, when Eltzbacher was writing,
inistic, negating property for our fu ff
modern sociology, anthropology and
(Godwin, Proudhon, Stirner,r Tolsw
psychology were in their infancy and the
partly doministic, affirming it for 3
future. The doministic teachings, ag<M
evidence for anarchy which can be
are partly individualistic, affirming p 9
adduced from these sciences was not
perty, without limitation, for the iiifl
available either to him or to the authors
vidual as well as for the collectiiff
he studied. It would be foolish to blame
(Tucker), partly collectivistic, affirnfl
Eltzbacher for not attempting what he
as to supplies for direct consumptioj
did not set out to do. There is more to
property that will sometimes be thef
anarchism than is to be found within the
dividual’s, but as to the me'ans of ipfl
dUction a property that is only fo iw
covers of this 300-page compendium,
collectivity (Bakunin), and, finally, pal
which can nevertheless be regarded as a
first and necessary volume to the en- , communistic, affirming property sog
cyclopaedia o f anarchism which exists so ; for the collectivity (Kropotkin),
far only in our imagination (seie “The
“ As to how they conceive fflj
F re e d o m ,
Unwritten
Handbook”
realisation, the Anarchistic teach |j
divide into the reformatory, which *c l
28/6/58).
ceive the transition from the negated®
m
the affirmed condition as without breB
o f law (Godwin, Proudhon), and nejj
•T^HE great ,value o f this book to the
lutionary, which conceive this transit!
anarchist reader, in leading him to
as a breach of law. The revolution
clarify his own attitudes, whether or not
teachings, again divide into renitf
Eltzbacher’s. categories; are a valid con
which conceive the breach of law^^
clusion from his evidence, .can be seen
without the use of force (Tucker, T o lstJ
from this passage from his conclusions
and insurgent, which conceive it a s ^
tended by the use of force (StirjJ
at the end of the book, where he is
Bakunin, Kropotkin).
attempting to classify the philosophies
of his seven thinkers:
This passage, if y o u , can stompj
“ The Anarchistic teachings have in
common only this, that they negate the
State for our future. In the cases of
Godwin, Proudhon, Stirner, and Tucker,
the negation means that they reject the
State uncondtionally’ and so for our
future as well as elsewhere; in the case
of Tolstoy, it meansi that he rejects the
State, though not unconditionally, yet
for our future; in the cases of Bakunin
and Kropotkin it means.that they fore
see that in future the progress of evo
lution will do away with the State.

words like eudemonistic or renitjAI
which he does at least define for usjH
surely useful, since it poses .very c a f l
cisely the variety of possible attitud^B
leads us to consider whether his attem^H
to put each thinker into a particaJljl
category is correct or not, and at thaB
same time challenges us to examine o u j
own opinions in the light of the po>|9|
sible divergencies of opinion which n n
poses.
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'T h in k in g the th o u gh ts w hich all
men should be th in k in g • • •
P R I N T 9 P R E S S & P U B L I C , Selections from F reed om , V o l.
1959 (F reed om Press, cloth 10s. 6d., paper 7s. 6d.
JN

1951 a new' task was added to
that of
saving the type of a few articles from
each issue of the paper, when the rest
goes back to the melting-pot, and then
re-arranging and reprinting it in book
format, so as to produce early in the
following year, a book' of about 240
pages or 100,000 words forming a selec
tion from the previous year’s paper,
which is given a title from that of one
of the reprinted articles.
This has been going on for nine years
now, and the new volume, selected from
last year’s F r e e d 6 m is now out, with the
title (since this was a year of disputes,
strikes, and take-over bids in the
periodical press) Print, Press & Public,
The collector of these volumes thus has,
F r e e d o m ’ s editorial chores:

you know the wholesale price and then
persist— you’ll get them at your own
price in the finish. If you hint that you
think you might be pregnant they will
only talk to you if you are alone, as two
“ friends” together are often agents pro
vocateurs. One can only hope the new
pill will do away with all this rotten
business, for you can be sure if someone
is in peril, there is always a vulture
waiting to reap a reward. Let’s hope the
CWS make them, at least there will be
no profits then! One day a police-lady
camo in (so obvious with her gawky
cronie) and leaning on the counter top
said “ ’Ere mate. Got anything that’ll
shift a baby?” “ No. modom,” I replied,
“ we don’t sell prams.”
D.G.

9;

for a.very moderate outlay (as the paperbound editions are available to readers
of the paper for only five shillings each)
a panorama of the decade which has
just ended. The titles o f the previous
volumes are suggestive o f the immense
variety of topics covered in the millionword output of the last nine years:
Mankind is One, Postcript to Posterity,
Colonialism on Trial, Living on a
Volcano, the Immoral Moralists, O il and
Troubled Waters, Year One— Sputnik
Era, Socialism in a Wheelchair.
In these collections you. will find not
only the anarchist criticism o f the
political, social and economic phenome
na o f our time, but also praise and
analysis of the “ positive trends” which
can be found, like seeds beneath the
snow, even in the most authoritarian
societies,.
The American independent magazine
Manas wrote of one o f the volumes in
this series:
“ The reader of this book will make
an important discovery— that the anar
chists are thinking the thoughts which all
men ought to be thinking, in these
perilous times. The anarchists are not
afraid to call attention to what we are
losing, have already lost in terms of
freedom, in terms o f love and respect
for other people, in terms o f the elemen
tal decencies o f life— the decencies we
so easily forget when it becomes time to
plunge the world into fratricide for the
sake o f . . . all those things we say we
go to war for.”

pefe t > o M

Anger on the Left
[HE so-called “ angry young men’
t have not had much connection with
Fso-called New Left before now. It
ftrue that John Braine has a page in
Wfirst issue o f New Left Review, but
perwise all we cai\ say is that most of
contributors to Declaration and
Bptest (Part II) have left-wing sympathand that.most of the contributors to
JLR and N L R are angry. But with The
J itte r in g Coffin by Dennis Potter (Golp p c z, 18s.) we have an angry young man
need for inverted commas) who also
Jfaongs to the New Left; and this, apart
J e m anything else, makes the book
mejesting and significant,
l l r was presumably commissioned by
jictor Gollancz in accordance with his
}Iic§ o f catching 'em young. Potter is
ijtainiy very young and also very
jfe ry . Unfortunately his book has been
TS lu ced in such a hurry that it is far
4 r e 'difficult to read than it need have
Jen. It has no list of contents, no
apter headings, no index, and not
|feh plan; it is also appallingly written.
jm s Potter may have only come down
j m Oxford last year, but surely he can
Jfeetter than—“ the pin-striped ethos of
JLabour Party, stinking as it does with
ggreen-gabled, tea on the lawn atmosJpre of neat suburban homes and welljinnered conversation over garden
|es"—“ metal-heavy, hard-edged and
Jess, Power is one of those awkward
X that need stuttering over”—“ the
jtiv e throb of rock ’n’ roll from an
Jfczed cafe juke-box” . There is
ethinjg real in each of these phrases,
Ihe has done his best to make nonfe of them.
Jjis is not just a literary objection,
gstyle is a fine example o f what might
■galled “ Oxonian journalese” typical
IJfever arts undergraduates who are
Meated with the exuberance of their
5found verbosity (I ought to know—
jgas one not so long before Dennis
—and its danger is the same as
'Banger of any journalese. The search
jShe striking phrase and loosness of
Toage lead to (or from) looseness of
Jught and the search for the flashy
Tfc Dennis Potter has plenty to say,
tfer too much of it is, as Tony
raard remarks, “fogged down in the
_^Dge of his own polemic” . Just take
loiok at the title to begin with. This
_sk shouldn’t have been published as
Islands—certainly not with the Postpt at the beginning,

If asked what the book is really about,
one might paraphrase Coolidge’s report
of a sermon he had heard and reply that
it's about class. What does he say about
it? To paraphrase Coolidge again, he’s
against it— or rather, as Kenneth Allsop
put it, he has “ a hair-trigger sensitivity
towards class” ; there is a chip on his
shoulder a*bout the size of an oak tree.
He assumes that other people feel the
same way, and remarks that discussing
class is “ like small boys discussing sex
in the chool playground” . He also as
sumes that “ class matters more than it
did in, say, 1945” . This seems absurd
to me, and a lot of other things he says
seems absurd.
“ We are seeing something akin to a
moral disintegration”—“ Conversation is
a lost art”— “The new constitutional re
spectability of ‘pressure groups’ ”— “The
dying remnants of the British theatre”—
“The breakdown of community”— such
gloomy, almost Toynbeean, phrases ap
pear all the way through the book. He
looks back admiringly to the Thirties—
“ the decade of protest . . . of outraged
conscience”— and seems to think there
has been a decline since then. He talks
about “ this twisted, acquisitive and essen
tially hollow society o f ours” ; does he
really mean that—or know what it really
means?

The trouble with this exaggerated,
overloaded sort of argument is that it
detracts from what is good in this book.
Many of his victims deserve to be sacri
ficed—educational apartheid, commercial
advertising, the gutter press (he quotes
the reporter—Daily Sketch?—who said,
“ My readers are the scum of the earth
and I throw my muck ‘ at them”), the
Top press, the women’s magazines (here
he quotes the Woman’s Own editorial
that called them “ the most intelligent and
progressive form of British journalism”),
chauvinism in sport, British comic and
war films, the “ Rank-ABC oligopoly”
(always whining about taxes and televis
ion), Operation Britain posters, British
Travel Association advertisements—in
fact the whole neo-Elizabethan “ Oppor
tunity State” racket. But we have heard
(or said) it all ages ago. Anyone can
make nasty remarks; the point is (as he
admits himself) that “ many have failed
to get beyond the brash shouting of.an
exasperated polemic” . Has he?
There is a lot of good stuff here, but
there is an awful lot of nonsense too.
It really isn’t good enough to write off
Kingsley Amis’s Fabian Tract (Socialism
jetting away from these minor comfets, what is it all about? The author and the Intellectuals, January 1957) as
is the book a “ scattered, highly im- “an unfortunately all-too-typical example
of the insularity and political ignorance
Jessiomstic and youthful description of
Tfew of the social and political prob- of the age” ; to declare that “ elegant
Georgian houses . . . have more than an
of present-day Britain”, and the
edge of immorality about them” ; or to
w a y the promise of that phrase is spoiled
dismiss Dacre Balsdon and Professor
|by its ending suggests the way the
promise of the best parts o f'th e book Trevor-Roper as “socially and politically
Spoiled by its “message” . The ac- illiterate . . . hollow figures”. He doth
H count o f his Forest of Dean background protest too much, methinks. A t least
TfChap. I ll) and his view of Oxford he should give people he dislikes or dis
|Chaps. V & V I) are good, if rather agrees with some credit for being sincere,
superficial; the rest is not so good, and even if they are mistaken; they aren’t all
is more superficial.
unmitigated villains.
What is really extraordinary is that
'At Oxford he was that unhappy being,
a working-class scholarship boy. As after such a sweeping attack on almost
such he became famous in 1958 when -every aspect of contemporary English
he wrote in the New Statesman and to
society he should declare that he “ should
the Times, and appeared on television;
very much like to make: a career in
he was also a controversial editor of the politics” as “ a competent Labour Mem
/sis and chairman of the Labour Club.
ber of Parliament” . In fact he says this
Incidentally, it Is interesting that he even before his attack, which makes it
should come from Oxford; apart from
still madder. He seems to agree with
nearly all the ULR/NLR people, Oxford
Mervyn Jones that “ Socialism is a total
also produced Angus Wilson, Lindsay
rejection of the practice and values of
Anderson, Kingsley Amis, John Wain,
the existing society” (.N LR I, p. 17); and
George Scott, Alan Brlen, Ken Tynan
yet he admits to a “ qualified and at times
and so on—why so many?
unhappy allegiance” to the Labour Party

which, “ whetther we like it or not, has
been and will be the only practical in
strument for achieving anything remotely
resembling a Socialist society in this
country” . What he means by Socialism
is not quote clear, except that “ the col
lective ownership of the means of pro
duction . . . must remain the essentia]
criterion for a Socialist party” . Presum
ably he thinks the Labour Party is— or
should be—a Socialist party.
It is difficult to make head or tail of
all this, and in fact one of the chief
defects of this book (which is also one
of the author’s most attractive qualities),
is the way he keeps on taking the wind
out or his own sails. “ Contempt for
‘mass’ tastes,” he says when expressing
such contempt, “is an instance of that
attitude of mind which itself creates such
an alleged ‘mass’ culture” , he quotes at
length (pp. 98-99) a letter published in
Isis in June 1958, which is really a excel
lent criticism of this book; he rejects
middle-class sentimentality about the
workers, but then insists that “ the politi
cal future of this country necessarily lies
with the working class” (necessarily ?).
In the same way, after confessing his
political ambitions he is extremely rude
about the leaders of the Labour Party;
he doesn’t think he will be “ the most
popular of would-be candidates”—damn
right he won’t!
But if he really wants to be a politic
ian, why write a book like this? Alter
natively, if he believes what he says in
this book, why does he want to be a
politician? (He says himself that #‘when
party leaders grumble about ‘apathy’ on
the part of the public, they would be
more honest to substitute the word ‘con
tempt’.”) Certainly The Glittering Coffin
must be one of the most remarkable
attempts to begin a political career ever
made.
I
feel that Dennis Potter is perhaps
just a natural rebel who must have some
thing to rebel against. “Criticising Bri
tain from within is like beating with
puny fists aganst a thick wall- of sponge,”
he says; “ the sovereignty of the con
sumer is.a phrase that reeks of dishon
esty and needs little discrediting from
people like me”— but he goes right on
criticising Britain from within and discreditng such phriases for more than 150
pages (for which,- by the way, 18s. is a
disgustingly high price). It’s easy to see
what he’s against—his idea of “a new
kind of social democrat Right-wing
society”—but what is he forT Reading
his book, I begin to feel as if he were
that preacher who was against sin. After
a time the roll and thunder of the rhe
toric leaves me unmoved, and I begin to
pay attention' not to what he says but to
him. Why does he shout so loudly?
Why does his hand tremble and his fore
head sweat? Why do his cheeks flush
and his eyes glare . . . ? •
Perhaps the criticism of the New Left
made by Jay Blumer, a young Ruskin
College tutor (Oxford again!), is relevant
here: “Spiritual emigres, their alienation
from society may be so severe that they
cannot provide useful suggestions for
coping with the problems that arise in
it” (,Socialist Commentary, February
1960). But before we begin worrying
too much about Mr. Potter, let us re
member that he is only 24 (a whole year
younger than me) and has plenty of time.
At least this is far better than The Out
sider, and if our generation must have a
spokesman Dennis Potter is a far more
acceptable one than Colin Wilson. It’s
a pity neither of them seems to have a
sense of humour.
N.W.

A b ou t A narchism :
W h a t do YO U Expect of Society!
W f H A T do you expect of society?
It appears to us that most ordinary people think they would be
content with a high economic standard of living, plenty o f leisure time, an
education which would give them a certain social prestige, and the satis
faction of personal needs within the circle o f the family. And most
ordinary people, in our opinion, want too little.
We think it would be not at all unreasonable for them to expect not
merely a high economic standard, but free access to everything they want;
not only adequate rest, but the ability to choose when, where and how
they should work; an education designed not for social prestige and earning
power, but for developing the capacity to enjoy life; and personal relation
ships unrestricted by what is appropriate and useful to civilisation. . . .
'B u t we have to put up with the things o f this worldV Yes, of course,
we have to put up with death, disappointment, bad weather, gravity, all the
things beyond our control. But the way wealth is distributed and work
organised, the way we learn, and the way we live with out families, are
all aspects of the particular society we live in. We submit that it is
possible for ordinary people to change society quite considerably, if they
want to.

There is some disagreement about what society is for. We all know
from experience why people associate together: simply because it is natural
for us, like eating or sleeping; without food we are hungry, without sleep
we are tired, without society we are lonely. But it is not so obvious why
the urge to associate should be so strong. It is generally accepted, and
easily demonstrated, that food and rest are essential to the very survival
of the individual, but society is not such an obvious bodily necessity, and
there are conflicting opinions about why we want to associate at all. Some
thinkers have suggested (or tacitly assumed) that human beings associate in
order to work God’s Will, or assist Historical Processes. Others, that some
group of people (the nation, for instance, or mankind in general) is the
proper unit of human existence, and that individuals should surrender
themselves to it.
Our opinion is that individuals associate in order to increase their own
opportunities. An isolated human being would have to devote his life
to the struggle for bare survival; a helpless, hopeless slave to his environ
ment, he could have absolutely no choice of activity, no individuality
whatever. But when individuals associate together, helping each other and
learning from each other, bare survival need not be a problem, and indivi
dual development becomes possible.
Obviously, any society must extend individual opportunity in some
directions and limit it in others. W e base o u r arguments on the assumption
that the most desirable society is that which provides the greatest freedom
o f action fo r its individual members.

Anarchism in 2 0 0 w ords
R E L A T IO N S H IP S between-persons (or groups of persons) may be classi
fied into two” sorts:"first, those in which the parties concerned are
mutually free, and associate voluntarily for their mutual benefit or satis
faction; and second, those in which one party commands the other, by
reason of some accepted right to command, or some open or tacit threat
of real or imaginary punishment.
Anarchists approve of relationships of the first sort (even though they
may not always agree with their objects or achievements), because they
increase the opportunities of the individual; they give him a choice of
activity, a possibility for self-expression, which he could not have without
them. And anarchists disapprove of relationships of the second sort,
because, n o , matter how benevolent their intentions or beneficial their
results, they lessen the choice of action, and decrease the opportunities,
of at least one of the parties involved.
It follows that no society is completely satisfactory to anarchists unless
all the relationships within it are o f. the first, co-operative kind. The
ultimate goal of anarchism is ‘Anarchy’, a society of sovereign individuals,
in which all relationships, or at least all institutionalised relationships, are
of the voluntary kind.
P.H. & D.R.
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A n a r c h is t A t t it u d e s in th e E v e ry d a y W o r ld
C O M E people think that anarchism,
because it postulates the idea of
society without government, is merely a
utopian dogma whose adherents have to
assert that because no road leads tb
utopia, no road leads anywhere. But
many anarchists would deny that they
envisage “an anarchist society1' at all,
that history does not' work that way, and
that the value of anarchism for them
lies in something quite different: the im
portance of anarchism as a movement
of permanent protest, and, as- a concept
ol’ human and social relations.
Government, as an institution, has, as
one of its characteristics the maintenance
of what Martin Buber calls the “latent
external crisis”, the fear of an external
enemy, by which it maintains its ascen
dancy over its own subjects, and pre
serves the myth of its indispensibility.
This has in our own day become the
major activity of the major governments
of the world, and the biggest field of
expenditure and effort. W ar is the trade
o f governments and the health of the
state, and obviously the anarchists sup
port, in common with the pacifists, all
aijti-war activities, bu t. they can hardly
be expected to see anything but illusions
in the hopes which are placed on “sum
mit conferences” or the signing of peti
tions. The petitions go to the wrong
address: they should be addressed not
to -governments but to people.

Quiet Desperation
T h e mass o f m ankind, T h o rea u ob ser
ved, lead lives o f qu iet desperation., Is
this w h y w a r and the idea o f w ar, as a n
ex citin g break in m eaningless routine, is I
to lera ted ?
Y e t w h o but ou rselves Has
decreed the situation in w hich w o rk is
drain ed o f m eaning and purpose, exccp t
as a source o f in com e o r status, in w hich
m arriage and the fa m ily turn ou t to be
a tigh t little tender trap w h ich r e a lly '
satisfies n on e o f the parties in v o lv e d , in
w hich increasing leisure becom es 'm erely
a n oth er field fo r the co m m ercia l e x p lo it
a tio n o f ou r fe a r o r b ored om . L o o k
arou n d y o u at th e d om estic resentm ents,
the glu m fa c e s em ergin g fr o m fa c to r y
and o ffic e in to the ru sh-hou r jo u rn ey
h om e, th e fra n tic c on su m p tion w h ip p ed
up b y the ad-m en.

How desperately we need to find differ
ent ways of life which will liberate instead
of imprison the individual, to experiment
with new ways of living, a new assertion
of individual values, more dignity and
more satisfaction in daily life.

Work
A t one time, forty years ago, there
was a strong syndicalist trend in the trade
union movement, calling for workers’
control of industry. It died away, as
the industrial workers pinned their faith
on the Labour Party’s programme of
nationalisation, and concentrated on win

ning a bigger slice of the capitalist cake.
consequently in the distribution of popu
One Of the most formidable tasks before
lation, centralisation has been the great
us is to,rekindle the urge for responsi -characteristic of modern life. The ten
bility and autonomy in industry: to put
dency. itself is, however, one which
workers’ control back on the agenda.
changes in the speed and nature of com
(See Anarchism and Industry in this
munications aflvi motive power have
issue).— In this we should draw upon the
already made obsolete, and there is a
experiments conducted
by industrial
wealth of sociological data to demonstrate
psychologists, who, not in the interests
how undesirable it is in human terms.
of workers’ control, but simply to in
The anarchists and those who think like
crease production or reduce industrial
them on this issue, have to change the
neuroses or absenteeism, have sought to
centralising habit o f mind for one which
introduce small and autonomous groups
seeks decentralisation and devolution,
into industry, and upon the opportuni
pressing for more and more local initiaties which new sources of motive power, * tive and autonomy in all aspects of life.
and automation, which make great con
centrations of industrial units obsolete?
Delinquency
can give, if "harnessed to the idea of giv
T o anarchist thinkers from Godwin
ing the worker control of the product
of his work, and of the process of decis | onwards, crime has been, not the mani
festation o f individual wickedness, but
ion-making. The means for achieving
a symptom of social disease— of material
workers’ control will follow th& emer
and spiritual poverty and deprivation.
gence of the demand for it.
From Kropotkin with his dictum that
prisons are the universities of crime,
Social Autonomy
to Alex Comfort’s modern studies of
delinquency, the anarchists have opposed
The modern state is infinitely more
the system of retributive justice which
ubiquitous and centralised than that of
creates more criminals than it deters, and
the time of the classical anarchist think
have sought the identification and elimin
ers. It has also usurped many of those
ation of the causes of crime— to the ex
functions which belong to society, and
tent that breaches of the law are in fact
which Kropotkin in M u tu a l A id , listed as
anti-social acts. A great deal of evidence
evidence of the innate sociality of man
has been gathered, even officially, in sup
which made the imposition from above
port of this view— official penal policy is
, of state organisation unnecessary. In
floundering between different and incom
social organisation and in industry, and

patible approaches, and there is h M
immense neld f0r
u- .
ovJH
•
. „
\Qr anarchist enorjl
H
S a B
H
Anti-®
actsI as
characteristic
low a pattern that b e * ^ m
_
the most interesting and exri.:
’ S
mental approaches to the curi" s
linquency have been conducted in
anarchistic fashion— the work for inslfl
of August Aichhorn, Homer L a n e lL
their followers.
.
i

Changing Attitudes
The anarchists are not a party, m fl
bership cards and voting papers haveY
appeal to them'. Since they are seek®
not power but autonomy, they arc n l
concerned with counting heads or b a l f
papers, but in awakening men |C
women to personal and social indeefl
dence and responsibility. They draw§
evidence for their concept of soc&l
from a thousand examples and
ments which illustrate the fruitfulness!
the libertarian approach— the Peckla
Health Centre, the Adventure P a
ground movement (see F r e b d o m SetM
ions, volumes 1 and 8 respectively]^
name two intriguing examples,
empirical evidence for the anarchist ]
of view has been provided by the j
ings of sociologists, psychologists1
anthropologists. The evidence for t f l
criticism of political and governrpetu
society, you can see in the world a rc j
you. ■

Readers W rite on Progressive Educate
D e a r S ir ,

She always reads Freedom. D o y o u !
Re gular readers can o rde r the N ew FP
publications at reduced prices

G . says some very valid things in his
article No. 2 on progressive education.
But every one o j them has been said
before. This would not matter if G . did
not write as the prophet. .
,To take two examples; In the Orgone
Energy Bulletin he could have read all
about the danger of parents trying to be
“ideal” and then suffering from the guilt.
It was put more clearly of .course. '
He attacks “therapeutic .approach”. I
suppose he is attacking us. He _repeats
what we have said a number of times
in . the Free Family, seemingly without
knowing. He says that the therapeutic
approach means something only if it is
the child being treated by the parent.
If he had been listening to the lecture,
at which I expounded this point, he could
have heard me say that the spontaneous
loving attitude of children, the orgonotic flow from them (just to nettle him a
little, with terminology he ,wjH deem
esoteric because, he does not understand
it), is as much a therapeutic factor in the
relationship as the parent protecting the
child from the outside world. In the
latter G. would probably agree the child
had less chance to protect the parent.
Childhood an illness? How stupid can
you get?
The therapeutic approach means a
great deal more than G. has fathomed
and it would be suitable if he either
apologised or read our book before trot
ting out aggressive rubbish directed
against people with Whom he has- to
agree to make any positive point at all.
I would also like to say that the word
“Reichian” is so devoid of exact mean
ing, like Anarchist, or Communist, that
it is not advisable to use it if gne is
trying to make sense about a subject as
specific as bringing up children.
N ottingham , April 3.
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children angry, irritable, miserable,I
— and to help them get over it witlli
least possible aftermath. Some havis
more than others; there are no absolfu
G . is quite right to stress the tengfl
arising from anomalies between h f
and school, but has the best home-T
combined with the best school, ever f
duced children who were “perfecfl
happy and emotionally stable, as^B
claims? I doubt it. I believe itrj_
take many generations before therfl
anyone who could not benefit f f l
therapy (if effective, and if availabl
N o , I don’t even believe that; the y j
idea of such a “perfect” state is j
realistic.

to satisfy real physical and emotional
needs.

The Editor,

P au l R

it t e r .

PROGRESSIVE E D U C A T IO N
TO D AY
I agree so much with the core of what
“G ” is saying that I am sorry to see
him knocking down ninepins that he
himself has set up.
He doesn't like the words “self-regu
lation” and “therapeutic”. I am con
vinced it is the words . . . for look at
“G ’s" own beliefs: —
"Self-regulation is something of a
myth” , he claims, yet a few lines later
asserts that “In general, baby knows
what is best for baby and later: —
"If, by ’self-regulation' we mean a
natural response tp a child's needs as
they become manifest, and abstaining
from pointless interference with its ac
tivities", [Precisely. What else do we
mean by it? I.L ] “then practising ‘self
regulation’ is what is often known as
showing ‘horse sense’.”'
But, G ., if you would stand back and
take a good look at the world, you would
see that what you and I think is “horse
sense" is just about the rarest commodity
known to man.
Self-regulation has little to do with
models and ideals and nothing to do
with nails knocked into grand pianos;
. and there are no absolutes in it. It has
everything to do with helping the child

Simply invoke horse sense and
Horse sense tells most parents that if
little Johnny is seen touching his penis
lie must be instantly and unequivocally
“corrected”.
Horse sense tells most parents to make
sure Johnny gets three good nourishing
cooked meals a day inside him, hungry
or not.
“Boys don’t
horse sense.

cry”

is most

obvious

Horse sense is enough to lead many
parents to watch anxiously for a daily
(twice daily; after each meal, etc:) bowel
movement lest indescribable horrors be
fall the infant.

I think that in the process of doi|
some very necessary debunking, G .‘
donned some very rosy spectacles h fl
self. He has also made the mistakaf
regarding self-regulation as just anotfi|
cranky “method”. This is rather. liT
dismissing anarchism as just a n o th ^
political “ism”.

Parents have been relying on horse
sense these many a thousand years; does
the result give us much joy? O f course
“self-regulation” embodies our brand of
horse-sense, but it is elaborated in the
sense that attention is drawn to the
specific things that most parents do that
Lond on, April 4
I.L .l
are most harmful, and it is demonstrated
by examples from a lifetime of clinical ,
experience just how and why it is harm
ful n ot to respond naturally, tp a child’s
needs, and n o t to abstain from pointless
interference with its activities. Pre
eminently Reich was responsible for this
detailed and comprehensive working-out;
LO N D O N A N A R C H IS T
why should acknowledging this render
one obnoxious to a charge of mysticism?
G RO U P and M A L A T E S T A

M E E T I N G S A N lO
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Some people misinterpret self-regu
lation, some use the words as an excuse
for something else; oh, dear! N e ill
allowed self-regulation in his school long
before he heard of Reich, talking simply
of freedom. What word has been more
abused than that? W hat interpretations
have you met of the word “anarchism” ?
Shall w e never name anything, then, for
fear of misinterpretation?

D E B A T IN G SO C IE TY
IM P O R T A N T
M E E T IN G S are now held at
C A M B R ID G E C IR C U S
“The Marquis o f Granby” Public House,
London, W.C.2.

( comer Charing Cross Road and
Shaftesbury Avenue)
at 7.30 p.m.

I could not more heartily agree with
G . on the need for free parents .of free
children to send them tb free schools
(read “cranky”- ad lib .l And I agree
that, to a surprising extent,, the will
creates the means. (I have just met a
couple who uprooted and emigrated half
way round the world .from a land where
there just aren’t any free schools,- in
order to send their child to one.) I see.
it as the main onus of parenthood, quite
sijnply to protect. But it really is carry
ing self-deception too far to pretend that
one' can really create an island totally
, isolated from the influence of society at
large— even if we didn’t all, including
progressive-school teachers, have some
thing of prevailing social attitudes built
into us— and, when you live in a society
that is sick to its guts, you cannot escape
infection altogether— only m ore or less.
O f course childhood is not an illness—
but it is the time of maximum suscep
tibility to infection (and equally,’ of
maxumum
potentiality
for
buiiding
health). O f course a healthy child can
catch measles— that does not make
measles a manifestation of health. O f
course a healthy child will react to un
necessary frustration with anger (in the
most
usual circumstances,
directed
against the parents)— that does not make
anger a manifestation of health.
We

all

at times

have
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Working M an’s Club and Institute
Union, Clerkenwell Road at 7.30.
Frank Hirschfeld, Rita Milton, M ax
Patrick (chair), Jack Robinson, Donald
Rooum ( events perm itting) and Philip
Sansom.
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